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Millinery Maketh the Man

A Merry Christmas to all our loyal readers.
Thanks for your continued support and we look
forward to serving you for another year.
Keith’s Riverboat
Shuffle – were you
there?
The Port Side by Ken Major

Having volunteered his services to most of the
'Tales From The Woods' guests, Mr Travis’s offer
to sip and vintage-date Dave’s only wine causes
some concern.

Having now met most of the 'Tales From The
Woods' contributors, Matt (Marffa) discovers the
leaping distance to the towpath is not achievable.

Martin McClure agrees that the quiet ones are the
worst.

A night out with the lads with his old Johnny Ray
pulling gear always worried Mrs Dale.

Balancing a head whilst downing a can of bitter
comes naturally to Dave Webb
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OUT AND ABOUT OVER THE LAST YEAR

Lazy Lester (with Fred Ralph on washboard)
Keith hob-nobs with the erudite and fantastically
prolific Neil Foster (who probably just wants to be
left alone to sup his pint)

The smile on Keith’s face says it all – he’s just
finished sucking Steve’s pint through a straw.

I am sure I speak for all of you when I wish 'Tales
From The Woods' webmeister FatBellyPeat a
speedy recovery. Peat will be absent from duty here
at TFTW Towers for a couple of months owing to
the onset of a bout of Bell’s Palsy. He has been
assured by his doctor that it is not a long term
problem and will disappear of its own volition. He
should be back on form early in the New Year. Get
well soon Peat, the web site needs you! KW

Whilst wandering, Woods watched Wilkinson Minor
wailing with Walter Mitty’s Head (far right).
Wilkinson Senior was far too busy to take much
notice of what was going on, so no review available
(see below)

Also not a well bunny at present is Ace Records’
man Ray Topping (seen above with Big Al
Downing) who recently suffered a very nasty fall at
his home who also has the added problem of
diabetes. Ray, we here at the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board truly hope you have kicked
your excessive smoking habit and introduced
yourself to a far more healthy diet. We all wish you
a speedy recovery and look forward to seeing you
back amongst us all again, especially where you
really belong, at the annual Blues Estafette in
Utrecht, Holland.
KW

Lee “scoring” with Linda – and he appears to be on
a winning streak at the moment.
He wished little Scott the best of luck in the band
and then asked to be left alone for a while.
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Ronnie
Hawkins says
HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE!

As a child I sang ‘Rock Island Line’ in front of the
class with my mate Roger playing an imaginary
guitar (the world’s first air guitarist?). So okay, it
would be a few more years before the moment
that would hook me forever - Gene Vincent’s
appearance on ‘Boy Meets Girl’ - but it was dear
old Lonnie who first left me ‘All Shook Up’.

'Tales From The Woods'
raises a glass and says
“Farewell” to the great Lonnie Donegan who died
rd
on 3 November at the home of friends in
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire whilst midway
through a nationwide tour. The 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board will forever cherish the
memory of witnessing Lonnie in action at the
Royal Albert Hall a couple of weeks before
Christmas 1999. Privileged to have a near-front
row seat in the company of 'Tales From The
Woods' subscribers Ken Major and the late Lynne
Peters, the man totally blew us away with a backto-his-roots performance that was nothing short of
dynamic. Backed up by his own highly
professional backing band, plus old friends called
in for the occasion like Chris Barber, Bill Wyman
and Joe Brown to name but a few, in a set which
lasted well in excess of 90 minutes, he treated us
to all of those great skiffle numbers that
transformed British popular music back in the midFifties. Plenty of blues, reminding all those folk
that he was the first to bring the blues to a young
audience all those decades ago.

Born Anthony James Donegan in Glasgow,
Scotland on April 29th 1931 to an Irish mother and
Scots father who, for a while, was a violinist with
the National Orchestra of Scotland before quitting
music as a full time living to join the Merchant
Navy. The same period would see the family
leaving depression-hit Glasgow for London,
settling in the tough east end district of East Ham.
First bitten by the jazz bug around the age of
fifteen when he and his fellow Boy Scout mate
caught the number 665 trolley bus to Shoreditch
Church, changing on to the 649, Tottenham
bound for the long-gone Bruce Grove Ballroom to
see the Freddy Randall Jazz Band perform a
Sunday afternoon session. During the course of
their set, a young girl, barely out of her teens,
came out of the audience to step on to the stage
to sing ‘St Louis Blues’. Although their paths
would cross a few years later, unbeknownst to
Lonnie at the time it would be his first encounter
with Beryl Brydon.
It would not be long before he purchased his first
guitar for the princely sum of thirty shillings
(£1.50p). A couple of years
later, Lonnie witnessed his
first visiting American folkblues singer, Josh White,
perform at the Chiswick
Empire. Soon, he was
feverishly seeking out every
blues record he could both
find and afford along with his
other love, traditional jazz.

Donegan’s huge success opened the gate for
early British blues pioneers like Alexis Korner,
Cyril Davis etc. putting the blues in the ears of
young children who, a decade later, would be
forming bands with names like the Rolling Stones,
the Yardbirds or any number of young outfits that
created the early to mid-Sixties blues boom, the
repercussions of which are still felt today, almost
forty years later. In the opinion of the 'Tales From
The Woods' editorial board, Lonnie was not just
the first to popularise the blues or Black-American
folk music. He was our first Rock'n'Roll star; if you
like, our Bill Haley, Elvis, Lewis or Vincent.

The teenage Donegan, once proficient enough on
guitar and banjo, formed the Anthony Donegan
Jazz Band, swiftly abbreviated to the more
acceptable sounding Tony Donegan Jazz Band,
which he financed through part-time delivery work
for a photographer. As an enthusiastic amateur he
met up with and performed alongside other fans
of early jazz such as trombonist Chris Barber,
trumpeter Ken Colyer and clarinettist Monty
Sunshine but this all came to an abrupt end when
Donegan was called up for National Service in
1949. Even this could not stop him from playing
and he soon found himself drumming in an armed
forces jazz band, The Wolverines.

Within a year many of us would catch Lonnie in
action again at the Queen Elizabeth Hall on the
South Bank. Not such a star-studded gala, a far
more intimate venue but
equally as dynamic.
Performing live was the
man’s natural habitat
and on stage he was
something else. For me
it was Donegan who
planted the seed, as I
describe in my ‘Woods
Awakes’ article way
back in issue 10 (which
article, incidentally, can
be found on our website
should you feel the need
to reacquaint yourself).

In 1951, just months away from discharge, he
attended a gig at London’s prestigious Caxton Hall
of the legendary blues singer and guitarist Lonnie
Johnson. The young Donegan was bowled over,
immediately adopting the stage name of Lonnie.
Once out of the armed forces, hanging out with
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Colyer, Barber and Sunshine at Cy Laurie’s Jazz
Club in London’s Soho, it was all beginning to take
off and he joined Colyer’s band as a banjo player.
Virtually all jazz clubs in the early Fifties were
unlicensed and the musicians took regular breaks
to allow the punters to nip out for a drink in the
nearest pub. Not everyone drank of course, so
entertainment had to be provided for those
patrons who remained. Lonnie’s ever increasing
blues record collection provided the inspiration for
the Colyer Band’s interlude performance which
they named ‘Skiffle’, taken from one of his
favourite records ‘Home Town Skiffle’, a
compilation of American jug band styles and
Western swing.

the charts at the number one position and
remained there for four weeks.
His final hit came in 1962 with ‘Pick A Bale Of
Cotton’ and the follow-up, a comic duet with old
time music hall comedian Max Miller (the Cheeky
Chappie) ‘The Market Song’ flopped. Ironically, as
the British blues boom emerged from smoky clubs
and into the mainstream, the man who first put the
blues into the ears of the young was lost to the
new music hall i.e. cabaret and pantomime.
By 1976 Lonnie had moved to the American resort
of Lake Tahoe where he suffered his first heart
attack and underwent open-heart surgery which,
for the first time in a quarter of a century,
prevented him from performing. Come 1978,
Adam Faith persuaded a gang of rock stars
(including Ronnie Wood, Rory Gallagher, Brian
May and Elton John) to participate in a comeback
album ‘Puttin’ On The Style’. It was something of a
mess of course but it helped to rekindle interest
and sold surprisingly well. 1980 would see the
release of an album in company with Doug
Kershaw entitled ‘Sundown’, an attempt to mix
country with skiffle which, it could be argued, was
far more musically fulfilling.

Before long however, Barber and Donegan’s more
adventurous approach jarred with Colyer’s jazz
purity and they split, regrouping themselves as the
Chris barber Jazz Band, which made its first
st
appearance at the 100 Club on 31 may 1954.
Soon their first album, New Orleans Joy, was on
the market. Barber insisted that the album should
reflect the band’s complete range of material
including Donegan singing the skiffle songs.
Despite the reservations of the executives at
Decca Records, a few instrumentals from the
album were released as singles before Decca
reluctantly released ‘Rock Island Line’ finally in
1956 with Beryl Brydon playing washboard.
Donegan’s interpretation of the Leadbelly penned
song stormed the charts on both sides of the
Atlantic. Indeed, it was one of the first British pop
records to break the American charts and the
following year (1957) Donegan toured the U.S.
extensively, backed by the Johnny Burnette Trio
(Johnny, Dorsey and Paul Burlinson).

By the turn of the 1990s he had married for the
third time, become a father for the seventh time,
moved to the Spanish resort of Malaga and
suffered more heart problems, resulting in yet
further bypass surgery. In recent years, Donegan
experienced a transformation in his career by
simply going back to his roots, no doubt helped by
the release of the 1999 album ‘Mule Skinner
Blues’ featuring another long-time fan, Van
Morrison. Performing at Glastonbury and Fleadh
festivals, wowing kids who were born decades
after his glory days, touring near constantly,
unable to resist the lure of the spotlight which
played havoc with his fragile health.

Meanwhile, back in the U.K. thousands of skiffle
groups sprang up from nowhere. For the next six
years, Lonnie rode the crest of the wave, long
outliving the brief skiffle boom with versions of
‘Lost John’, ‘Cumberland Gap’, ‘Bring A Little
Water Sylvie’, ‘Battle Of New Orleans’ etc. The
tradition of the British Music Hall was, and still is,
evident in the influence of first generation British
Rock'n'Roll acts; for example, Marty Wilde
appeared on the television show ‘The Good Old
Days’ which was based around a turn of the
twentieth century music hall (the series ran for a
vast number of years through the Sixties until the
turn of the Seventies); in Joe Brown, it is as much
a part of his persona as is his love of country
music and Rock'n'Roll; Wee Willie Harris’ often
comic stage act and so forth. In Donegan’s case,
it could be argued that it was taken to its logical
conclusion. That side of him was already showing
its face as early as 1957 with the comic hit ‘Puttin’
On The Style’ and even more so in 1959, hitting
the charts with ‘Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its
Flavour On The Bedpost Overnight’, which
peaked at number three U.K. and, amazingly,
number five in the United States. The following
year (1960) ‘My Old Man’s A Dustman’ came into

In 1997 he received an Ivor Novello
lifetime achievement award and
was made an MBE in 2000 but,
sadly, he never received the
knighthood that we here at the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board have been campaigning for.
Had he lived he would have been
performing at the forthcoming
tribute concert for George Harrison
at the Royal Albert Hall.









'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
Billy Guy, baritone singer of the Coasters who
th
died on the 12 November of cardio-vascular
disease, aged 66. Billy was born Frank Phillips Jr
th
in Texas on June 20 1936. By his teens he had
settled in Watts, a suburb of Los Angeles,
California. The mid-Fifties saw the young Frank
cutting his first tracks for the Aladdin label as part
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of a duo called Bip and Bop (he was Bip). Barely
20, he hit the big time when he became a founder
member of the legendary vocal group the
Coasters in October 1955, joining up with Carl
Gardner and Bobby Nunn who had just split from
the Robins. ‘Riot In Cell Block Nine’ had been their
R&B hit of the year prior. The line-up was
completed by Leon Hughes and guitarist Adolph
Jacobs collaborating with songwriting and
production team Leiber and Stoller who had
previously penned ‘Riot In Cell Block Nine’ for the
Robins.

in Europe and
incessantly.

the

United

States

virtually

The classic line-up of the Coasters split up around
the early 1970s, fragmenting into various other
projects. Numerous incarnations of the group
have surfaced over the past decades which could
only be explained to you by the likes of 'Tales
From The Woods' contributors Brian ‘Hardrock
Bunter’ Clark and Bill Millar, whose knowledge of
the mind-bogglingly complicated musical genre of
doo-wop is amongst the best in the world (an
overview of the history of doo-wop for 'Tales From
The Woods'? How about it Brian? One day,
maybe?)

For a number of years they simply could not put a
foot wrong, setting the scene for the soundtrack of
the 1950s American vocal group; Rock'n'Roll doowop classics ‘Young Blood’, ‘Searchin’, ‘Charlie
Brown’, ‘Yakety Yak’, ‘Shopping For Clothes’. ‘I’m
A Hog For You Baby’ and my own personal
favourite, ‘That Is Rock'n'Roll’. So the list goes on.
Billy’s sense of timing was indeed never bettered
than on ‘Shopping For Clothes’ created, it is
alleged, when the Coasters turned up for a
recording session to discover Leiber and Stoller
suffering from a mental block (no doubt
something that 'Tales
From The Woods's
very own Dr Dale
can identify with). By
all accounts Guy
began
to
sing
snatches of a song
that he had heard on
the
radio
and
everyone liked what
they heard. Over a
cool, finger-snapping
ostinato set up by the
late,
great
King
Curtis’ tenor sax and
Wendell Marshall’s string bass Billy acts out the
part of a would-be hipster, spellbound by a
salesman played by Will ‘Dub’ Jones (who, along
with Cornell Gunter, had replaced Hughes and
Nunn in the line-up). Guy’s character in the song
falls hook, line and sinker in love with the twobutton herringbone tweed suit with solid gold
buttons; a little over two and a half minutes of
perfectly observed social satire.

1987 would see Gardner, Guy, Gunter and Jones
reunited as the Coasters and they were the first
vocal group to be inducted into the Rock'n'Roll
Hall of Fame. a year later they played Madison
th
Square Garden to celebrate the 40 Anniversary
of Atlantic records. Billy moved to Las Vegas in
1998 and was soon putting together a group
called Billy Guy’s Coasters and unsuccessfully
sued Gardner for $1,000,000 over the rights to the
group’s name.









Cinema Queen Anne has requested that we here
at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
should raise a glass and say “Farewell” to
American actor James Coburn who died of a
th
heart attack at his home on the 19 November.
st

Born on August 31 1928 and
raised on a farm in Laurel,
Nebraska in his early years,
before the family fled to
California during the height of
the
depression.
Studying
drama at Los Angeles City
College, alternating between
television and films in mostly
supporting roles during the
late Fifties. Coburn, the classic Hollywood tough
guy who fought his way back from crippling
arthritis to win an Oscar for his stunningly powerful
comeback performance with his portrayal of an
abusive father in ‘Affliction’ (1999). “Some of them
you do for the money – some you do for love” he
said in his Oscar acceptance speech. Well, during
the course of his long, forty-plus year career he
did more than enough for money but we here at
the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
believe his best work stands up well against any
actor of his generation.

Come the early ‘60s in the U.K. both on
Merseyside with the Liverpool beat groups and on
the London R&B scene, the Coasters’ back
catalogue was plundered by virtually everybody.
For example, the Hollies covered (and had a top
twenty hit with) ‘Searchin’; the Beatles, the
Searchers, the Swinging Blue Jeans incorporated
their songs into their acts; the Rolling Stones
recorded a version of ’Poison Ivy’ which they
rarely left out of their stage shows during their
early years. In more recent times the stage show
‘Smokey Joe’s Café’, based around the songs
penned by Leiber and Stoller and for the most part
performed by the Coasters, has been touring both

1960 would be the year
he hit pay-dirt, starring
alongside his friend
Steve McQueen in ‘The
Magnificent Seven’, the
pair defining a new
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breed of macho cool which would be repeated
when the pair teamed up again for the equally
successful ‘The Great Escape’ (1963). The backup role as army scout in ‘Major Dundee’ (1965)
would see the beginning of his buddy relationship
with director Sam Peckinpah. There can be little
doubt that Coburn was by far the strongest
presence in the movie, followed up by a couple of
James Bond style spin-offs, ‘Our Man Flint’ and ‘In
Like Flint’.

the obituaries that I wrote for Billy Wilder and Rod
Steiger back in issues 18 and 20 respectively.
Some of you felt my obituary on Rod Steiger was
far superior to anything that appeared in our
illustrious broad sheet newspapers. Likewise, I
know that many of you held the great film director
Billy Wilder in high regard. Well, I simply did my
best to give these two icons of American
cinematic history the send off I felt they deserved.
On behalf of Cinema Queen Anne and everyone
here at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board a big thank you.

Come 1968 he was treading the ground of counter
culture cool in Theodore J Flicker’s satire ‘The
President’s Analyst’, which incidentally was
produced
by Coburn’s
recently founded
production company. The film became a critical
success, pre-figuring the ‘Saturday Night Live’
comic sensibilities. In ‘A Fistful Of Dynamite’
(1972) he played an Irish explosives expert,
laughing zestfully through much of the movie. This
paved the way for another collaboration with
Peckinpah in the form of one of his most
impressive performances as the sheriff in ‘Pat
Garrett And Billy The Kid’ (1973). Interesting too
was his role as the officer-hating warrior in ‘Cross
Of Iron’ (1977) that he also co-scripted. The
following year saw him co-directing alongside
Peckinpah on the road movie ‘Convoy’.

Whilst on the subject of blowing our own trumpet,
flattery has reached these tender ears. When are
we going to turn professional? Well, the simple
answer to that is “We are not”. Sorry folks, too
much of a financial risk. I am not prepared to risk
any of my own money on such a project but,
having said that, I am quite prepared to risk other
people’s money. Just send me the cheque made
out to 'Tales From The Woods' – no amount too
large; hundreds, even thousands of pounds; you
send it, I promise to spend it. We will give you the
best, glossiest roots music magazine ever seen. I
bet that, even before you finish reading this, you
are rushing off to consult your bank manager.
'Tales From The Woods's very own Dr Charles
Dale, he who helps the helpless, would be an
ideal candidate, he who never tires of reminding
us all of his vast accumulation of wealth. How
about it good doctor? I can barely wait for that big
fat cheque to come bouncing (poor choice of word
Keith – H) through my letterbox.

By the time he reached the age of 50 the onset of
rheumatoid arthritis would progress as years of
ceaseless pain, equally throwing him into work, by
his own admission “Just for the money”, often in
barely more than cameo roles. However, not all
the latter years were totally bad, proved by his
performance in Robert Altman’s ‘The Player’
(1992) and, maybe to a lesser degree, in the Mel
Gibson 1994 vehicle ‘Maverick’, finally getting it
right in the aforementioned ‘Affliction’. During the
course of his career he appeared in more than a
hundred films, often typecast as a hardened
brawler, although he once said, during the course
of an interview on BBC Radio 4, in real life he had
never been in a fight! Ironically, he died a quiet
death, at home, listening to music.







If that is not enough Ken, whose mind is a s
creative as his hands, has come up with two
fantastic ideas, the first of which I am unable to
divulge at this stage, until negotiations get under
way (intriguing or what? – H). Once they are, the
news will come screaming out of the pages of this
esteemed magazine. The other idea is much
closer at hand. Next month in fact. A new column
will appear entitled ‘The Buzz’ that will not only
include all the forthcoming gig news, social
functions etc. but also, I know a few of our 'Tales

Keith Woods




I now have an announcement to make. Ken
Major, the man whose talented hands created the
Hall of Fame awards, has been promoted on to
the editorial board. Ken is now the official 'Tales
From The Woods' publicity agent. His first day on
the job was over the recent Rhythm Riot
Weekender at Camber Sands in which he
performed an admirable task. He not only sold a
considerable number of the November issues at
the Sunday morning boot fair whilst yours truly
had a rare lie-in but he also found an outlet for
sales to our neighbours across the channel in
France who, I am indeed pleased to see, join
Germany, Sweden, Morocco and the United
States on our mailing list.

Still on a sombre note, words cannot even begin
to express the terrible tragedy that has befallen
Paul Harris and his family with the loss of his son
through a sudden and what must have been a
truly painful illness. What can I say Paul, except to
offer our most sincere condolences during what
must be a truly devastating time for your family
and yourself. Your friends are here Paul, should
you need us.







I would like to take the opportunity in this issue to
thank everyone who has written, phoned or sent
e-mails for the kind words expressed concerning
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From The Woods' contributors will be celebrating
special birthdays during the course of 2003, ‘The
Buzz’ will tell the world all about your big birthday
plans as they come along. Gossip too! Nigel
Dempster, eat your heart out, you ain’t gonna
have nothing on this. Who’s sleeping with who in
the world of roots music or, indeed, amongst our
contributors/subscribers!
So folks, if you should spot Mr Bobblehat sharing
a romantic candle-lit dinner in a trendy Chelsea
eaterie, ‘The Buzz’ will want to hear about it. Now
where did I put that photo of Dart Carson leading
the Sidcup branch of the pro-fox hunting fraternity
at the Countryside Alliance march back on
nd
September 22 ? (Oops, sorry Dart, sort of slipped
out)







Cochran had a reputation as a hard rocker, so it is
curious to note how much of his output, apart from
his sublime Rock’n’Roll hits, consists of lugubrious
ballads, backed by cloying choruses. This fact
was brought home forcefully to my friend and me
one day in 1958, when we noticed his LP “Singing
to my Baby” in the window of a second-hand
record shop. Eagerly, we rushed in and asked the
owner to play a few tracks, expecting powerful
stuff like “Somethin’ Else” or “Summertime Blues”.
What a disappointment! There seemed to be a lot
of limp, unexciting ballads with backings to match.
It just wasn’t the Cochran we knew so it was
perhaps no surprise that his last hit, like Holly’s,
should have been a pop song.



Finally, before I end my column for this month,
may I take the opportunity to thank all our loyal
contributors for their wonderful work throughout
the past, highly successful year. I also thank all
our subscribers, both old and new, for keeping
your faith in us and to wish you all the joys of the
season and may 2003 be healthy and prosperous
for you all.

Keith Woods








The return of Elvis to the recording scene in 1960
was hardly the expected sensation, either. His first
releases – “Stuck on You” and “Mess of Blues”
were good, if rather subdued, but any doubts that
he had changed were dispelled by the reports of
his appearance on the Frank Sinatra TV Show,
dressed up in a tuxedo. Sinatra, the arch-enemy
of Rock’n’Roll, had once described it as “that
rancid aphrodisiac” but here he was entertaining
its best-known exponent in the friendliest fashion.
They even sang each other’s songs without
wincing.

THE 1950’S – A BIRD’S EYE
VIEW
(Part 6)

by Neil Foster
Chronologically, of course, the last day of the
st
1950s was December 31 1959 (or 1960, if you
want to be pedantic!) but in the same way that it
can be argued that the Victorian Age in some
ways survived until the outbreak of the First World
War, the spirit of the ‘50s lingered on into the early
‘60s.

Nor did it stop there. Before the end of 1960
Presley had burned his Rock’n’Roll boats behind
him and taken a gondola ride to one of his biggest
hits – “It’s Now Or Never”, a pop version of the
operatic aria “O Sole Mio”, which distanced him
still further from the teenage market that had
made him a star.

The spirit of Rock’n’Roll received a massive blow
th
on April 17 with the death of Eddie Cochran, this
time in England, so the impact on UK fans was far
greater than the sudden death of Holly had been a
year earlier. His last record, like Holly’s, had a
tragically ironic title: “Three Steps To Heaven”
and, even stranger, there were reliable reports at
the time that he had had a premonition of his own
death.

There was no one left to take his place. The
surviving Rock’n’Rollers – Haley, Berry, Richard,
Lewis, were all pre-occupied with personal
problems (too much alliteration there) and
changes of direction in their careers but it hardly
mattered. The fact was that the record scene was
changing irrevocably, away from wildness to
tameness.

I well remember hearing the bad news. My sister,
who was not a Rock’n’Roll fan, came into the
kitchen after listening to the radio and said in a
shocked voice, “Isn’t it terrible about Eddie
Cochran? Dying so young like that.” To which my
brother (not a Rock’n’Roll fan, either) replied with
callous indifference, “Oh, I don’t know – he’s had
his money, hasn’t he?”

The people, for example, who bought Adam
Faith’s four Top Ten hits that year (and his
glutinous Christmas offering – “Lonely Pup”) or
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D.H.Lawrence’s novel “Lady Chatterley’s Lover”
had been banned as pornography since 1928. It
had been published in Paris and for years copies
had been smuggled through the British Customs.
The literary censors of the 1920’s had objected
not to its theme but its language: the forbidden
four-letter words being set down in print with
complete frankness. Lawrence was a great
believer in the old adage, “To the pure, all things
are pure” and his novel was an attempt to set
down the truth about Sex as he saw it, by
removing the taboos against the use of the AngloSaxon terms describing it.

records by the nasal Anthony Newley, or Mark
Wynter (aka “Whimper”) or Michael Cox (he was
in my class at school but that’s no excuse!) were
not the same people who had bought “Hound
Dog” in 1956 (and had been forbidden to bring it
into the house, as happened to a friend of mine!)
Rock’n’Roll survived (just) in a diluted form – in
the enthusiastic but contrived records of Freddy
Cannon, who revived oldies like “Way Down
Yonder In New Orleans” and “California Here I
Come” with wild whoops and heavy doses of bass
drum. Johnny and the Hurricanes did a similar
thing in instrumental vein, adapting more oldies
and traditional tunes for their hits, like “Beatnik
Fly”, “Reveille Rock” and “Down Yonder”.

When Penguin Books announced their intention to
publish the novel in paperback they found that 30
years had made no difference; they were charged
with obscenity. The legal case that followed, which
they won, brought them so much publicity that
within a very short time the book became a bestseller. The irony was that most of the people who
bought it did so for the wrong reasons – primarily,
of course, for the novelty of seeing four-letter
words in print for the first time.

Originality was in short supply. Just about the only
Rock’n’Roll record with a style of its own was
Johnny Kidd’s electrifying “Shakin’ All Over”,
which had something of the tension and brooding
intensity of Vincent’s “Be Bop A Lula”. Vincent
himself managed a chart entry but even that was
with another revived oldie – “Pistol Packin’
Mama”.

I was working for Pilkingtons, the glass people, at
the time and the day the novel went on sale at
least one man in my office took great delight in
buying a copy, sniggering over the “dirty bits” and
baiting the young girls with it. Poor Lawrence! He
undoubtedly believed in what he was doing but he
forgot one thing: when writing about Sex, a sense
of humour is even more important than sincerity.

There was no doubt about it: creatively, at least,
Rock’n’Roll was finished. Its greatest interpreters
were dead, otherwise occupied or had run out of
inspiration. As a style, it seemed to have gone as
far as it could go. The strange thing is that it now
went underground and gained a new lease of life
in the repertoires of the thousands of beat groups
springing up not only on Merseyside but also in
every major town and city in Britain.

The result of all his efforts was the reverse of what
he had intended. “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” sold
widely because it was believed to be a “dirty
book”. It wasn’t a particularly good book, anyway,
but its reputation meant that it would now be
impossible for the ordinary reader to judge it
objectively. Nevertheless, its appearance in
unexpurgated form was a literary milestone. Once
the furore had died down, much better books than
Lawrence’s could now be freely published without
their frank language getting in the way of
considerations of their literary merit.

It was Rock’n’Roll not pop music that had inspired
these groups and they now turned their backs on
the current insipidity of the charts to re-create live
some of the excitement and vitality of those very
first wild, rocking records of Berry, Richard, Larry
Williams and others. Nor did they concentrate
solely on hits but hunted out obscure B-sides,
minor R & B songs and neglected artists –
anything in fact which they could adapt to the
three guitars and drums format which had
become the standard line-up.
By the middle of 1960 some of the groups had
built up such a following that even the Jazz clubs
could not ignore their popularity any longer. Beat
groups began to share the bill with Jazz bands
and soon took over from them as the main
attraction. It was a peculiar situation – this second
coming of Rock’n’Roll was now all the rage – but
the songs that were sung and played were
sometimes four years out of date! They had
become standards in their own field, like
“Stardust” or “Blue Moon”.
There were two other noteworthy occurrences in
1960. The first was a book, the second a film, and
both caused a sensation in their different ways.

Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho” caused a similar
sensation in the film world. Wherever it was
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OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKED

shown, there were signs in the foyer stating that
no one would be allowed into the auditorium
during the last ten minutes and appealing to
cinemagoers not to give away the ending. This
was not just the usual Hollywood hype. The film
was genuinely frightening; a masterly exercise in
terror and suspense and an object lesson in the
art of film-making.

(but it went a-begging).
(Continuing Murray Robinson’s excellent recollections
of his rockin’ history).

Our appearances on the TWW shows had a
dramatic effect on our fortunes. Derek Leckenby
(Leck), lead guitarist of Herman's Hermits,
perhaps thinking that his band's days in the top
flight might be numbered, was looking for a band
of which to be the recording manager. He seemed
to like what he saw on the TV show we shared,
and must have thought that we fitted the bill.
Within a couple of weeks he had persuaded
Kennedy Street Enterprises to add us to the list of
artists that they represented. Their advert in the
music press now had The Silverstone Set (note
the fancy addition, just like Alan Price) underneath
bands like Herman's Hermits, Freddie and The
Dreamers, and Wayne Fontana and The
Mindbenders.

It set new standards for horror films and although
it borrowed some routine props from the
traditional shockers – the sinister Gothic mansion,
the gloomy cellar, the loathsome swamp, the
mummy (in both senses of the word!), all of them
were used with great subtlety and restraint. Even
the scary, nightmarish music was completely
original – played by an orchestra consisting
entirely of strings.
The really terrifying thing about the film, which
made it linger in the mind, was the sheer
credibility of the characters and the situations – it
dealt with the madness of ordinary people in
everyday situations, not make-believe monsters in
exotic locations. I am told that motel bookings in
America dropped sharply after the film’s release. I
am not surprised. I shouldn’t imagine that
taxidermists were too popular, after it, either!

Then
came
our
biggest break. We
were scheduled to
appear on Hughie
Green's "Opportunity
Knocks". I cannot
recall the exact date
but I believe it was in
November 1966. By this time, we were a sevenpiece band and even better than our audition day,
but Clive, our new drummer, was not allowed to
be part of the act. The director had decided that
the audition group was what he wanted and Clive
was out of the programme. Ted went back on the
drums, put heart and soul into it like the trouper he
was, and it was almost as if Clive didn't exist
during rehearsals and the recording. The director
had selected ‘Turn On Your Lovelight’ from the
songs we originally performed in Liverpool, and
the viewers decided that we were the winners,
even if the clapometer didn't!

Now, here is a TRUE uncanny story regarding
“Psycho”. One freezing November night I was
watching the film on late-night TV. You will recall
at the end that Norman Bates, totally mad now, is
sitting wrapped in a blanket in the cell of the local
police station. He is thinking but we hear his
thoughts in the voice of his mother, whom he has
now become. A fly alights on his hand and he
says to himself, “I’m not even going to swat that fly
so that people will say, ‘he wouldn’t hurt a fly’”.
At the very second that the fly appeared on film, a
real house-fly appeared from nowhere and walked
diagonally across my TV screen, mimicking the fly
in the film! I was so astonished that I got up and
went towards the screen and satisfied myself that
it was a real fly and not an illusion. However, when
I put on the main light in the room, the fly was
gone and a thorough search of the room failed to
find it.

We won the show again on another two
occasions, and with an "All Winners" show, it gave
us five appearances in total. But it wasn't all fun
and games. By the time of our third appearance,
the novelty of the show had worn off, perhaps a
sign that a few of us were lacking the "old trouper"
spirit. We used to leave Wrexham on the Friday
morning at about 5.30, get to the rehearsals which
ended at about 3 p.m., then we travelled to our
Friday gig, travelled back to Wrexham, slept,
departed Wrexham 5.30 a.m. on Saturday for the
studios, did the final dress rehearsal, in the
afternoon recorded the show, travelled to our
Saturday gig and then back to Wrexham. You
wouldn't call it work but it was really hard going
and tiring.

A year later, I was recounting this story to a
neighbour (again, it was a very cold November
day) and I told him that it is very rare to see flies in
winter. As I said this, I happened to look up and
there on his ceiling was a house-fly! The
neighbour joked that it was probably the same
fly… Still, I can’t get over the superb timing of that
first fly and its mysterious appearance and equally
mysterious disappearance.
THE END OF THE ‘50s BUT NOT THE END OF
‘50s ROCK’N’ROLL!
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recorded ‘House Of The Rising Sun’; our wages
went up and I treated myself to a second-hand red
Fender Jaguar (£99). I really felt that the "Big
Time" was just around the corner.

Hughie Green would take an interest in all the acts
appearing on the show and would, in his own
tactful manner, give them the benefit of his
considerable show-biz experience, by proffering
advice. The Silverstone Set was no exception to
his rule of assisting all and sundry. During
rehearsals, Ian was trying to project the kind of
cool image that would be associated with a "hip"
band, when Hughie came over to him.
Summoning all his wealth of knowledge and
expertise in the entertainment industry, he
carefully chose the following utterance from his
wide range of vocabulary, "For God's sake lad,
smile! Just fucking smile!" We eventually lost on
our fourth appearance on "Opportunity Knocks", to
Freddie Starr and The Delmonts. I remembered
Freddie in the earlier part of the Sixties, as a rock
and roller with attitude,
with his band The
Midnighters. When we
turned up for rehearsals
on the Friday, the studio
floor had been set up
for him, and it was as if
no expense had been
spared.

However, our wages were still not enough for the
band to turn professional, although by now I was
more or less a pro. I had left Grove Park G.S. but
I was still a student, attending classes on a PreDiploma Art course at the Denbighshire Technical
College, Wrexham. However, I was frequently
late, often turning up between mid-morning break
and lunchtime, and then leaving at about 2 p.m. to
get ready for the evening gig. I decided to drop out
of the course, after having been warned of my
lateness by the principal, but didn't tell my parents.
Because they were always out early in the
mornings, it was always easy for me to sleep on
undisturbed. There was one time though, when
my mum returned at about 9 a.m. Luckily, I heard
her in conversation with our next-door neighbour. I
was able to dress quickly, nip downstairs, quietly
exit via the front door, wait there until they'd
finished chatting, then when I knew she'd gone in
via the back door, I rolled up saying I'd been sent
home because they thought I looked ill. At the
time I was so cream-crackered it wasn't a problem
looking unwell. In fact, because of our punishing
schedules with The Silverstone Set, all the band
members started to look haggard and thin-faced.

A comedian of the period, Freddie "Parrot-Face"
Davis, was behind me in the canteen queue,
engaged me in conversation, and ended it with the
words, "Oh well, at least you had a good run." The
omens were not good. Freddie Starr's rehearsal
was brilliantly funny, and they let him over-run his
allotted time as he did almost all his stage act.
One of Kennedy Street Enterprises top men who
had come to visit us, saw this rehearsal and was
mightily impressed with Freddie. Our agency man
realised that this was the man to beat and couldn't
emphasise enough how hard we would have to
work over the next two days. We really drove
ourselves hard and put everything we could into
our performance. But it didn't matter how much
effort we expended, Freddie Starr was like a
breath of fresh air. He was sensational, novel and
outrageous,
brilliantly
seizing his opportunity for
stardom! We came second
to him, and our run had
come to an end, as "ParrotFace"
had
uncannily
predicted!

Our recording studio venture was a bit of an anticlimax too. Leck had got hold of a song, which in
his opinion would suit a "soul" band. It was the Bside of a Goldie and The Gingerbreads single,
and was entitled, ‘Think About The Good Times’. I
know I shouldn't be critical of it, and if we wanted
to do something better we should have made our
own suggestion or tried to write a song of our own,
but this song was only just worthy of B-side status.
Stax/Volt it definitely wasn't! Anyway, we listened
to Leck's advice; after all, he had had
considerable experience of what a hit record was,
and he produced a "tidy" version of the song. The
Yeadons raved about it, but Roy, Ian, and myself
saw it for what it was; a naff song
performed well. The demo was
taken to “Opportunity Knocks” for
Hughie Green to listen to and it
was almost embarrassing as the
director, the Yeadons, Leck and
ourselves listened to it together.
Hughie and the director stood
there with sour looks on their
faces all the time it was being
played. Eventually, after seeming
lost for words, old Hughie pronounced, "Well, that
isn't the fucking Silverstone Set!" I felt sorry for
Leck at this point because it must have cost him a
considerable sum to make this record, but for
some reason, I also felt so relieved that it wasn't
going to be released.

It was almost a relief not to be going back the
following week, but the week after that we were
back again for the "All-Winners Show", and the
possibility of a gig in Canada. The only thing I can
remember about this show was the fact that we
didn't get the gig in Canada.
Events were now beginning to move at a faster
pace as more exciting things began to happen for
us; bigger venues further afield were now almost
run-of-the-mill; Leck booked a recording studio in
London (the same one in which The Animals had
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JAZZ JUNCTION

a room. Whilst the women got a look in with
Weeping Willow Blues, Nobody Knows You When
You’re Down And Out (Bessie Smith) and TB
Blues (Victoria Spivey), it was Leadbelly who
dominated with Rock Island Line, Jim Crow Blues
and Midnight Special. However Roberta showed
off her powerful and dramatic voice to best effect
with tantalising hints of her operatic past.

On The Lam
At the end of October the clocks went back and
so did the music as the gentle sound of rumba
congo (a precursor to soukous) came to Ronnie
Scott’s. The protagonists, Kékélé, are a supergroup, formed by eight of the most outstanding
veterans of rumba congolaise’s golden age. By
the time the group had reached the stage, the
number had increased to eleven and two of those
were white - a female accordion player and
a male who played acoustic bass guitar.
The rest of the musicians comprised a
drummer, a conga player, two acoustic
guitarists and a saxophonist.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Another trip to Ronnie Scott’s in October saw a
visit by the ever-popular English jazz vocalist
Elaine Delmar, daughter of the Jamaican born
trumpeter Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson.
Elaine’s backing group was from the top
drawer of British jazz in the form of Brian
Dee (piano), Alex Dankworth (bass), Clark
Tracey (drums) and Jim Mullen (guitar).
It was a session of delightful singing and tasteful
swinging as The Great American Songbook was
sampled with a tender But Beautiful (Jimmy Van
Heusen), a defiant Where Or When (Rodgers and
Hart), which was more ‘Who cares’ than ‘Don’t
know’, and Wake Up And Dream and I Get A kick
Out Of You (Cole Porter). While I’m Still Young
suffered by comparison with its originator, Oscar
Brown Jr but Kermit could not shake a prehensile
limb at Elaine’s version of Joe Raposo’s It’s Not
Easy Being Green.

Added to these were four vocalists who included
Zairian Nyboma who had a hit with Doublé Doublé
in the seventies. They sang in lingala, their
harmonies enchanting and the call and response
interjections typical of African music. They danced
much as the Four Tops except that it was more
backfield motion than frontfoot work. Some of the
audience resourcefully managed to find some
space near the bar to dance while the rest just
swayed in their seats as the rhythm of the music
was spread through the contagion of those on
stage.
*

*

The star of the evening was the headliner Cedar
Walton whose band comprised the everimproving Javon Jackson (saxophone), French
man Pierre Boussaget (bass) and on drums, the
monster of the skins, Alvin Queen. For the first
number, the band was let loose on Cedar
Walton’s own composition, Bolivia, a tune made
famous when he was with Art Blakey’s Jazz
Messengers. This funky number set the blood
coursing as the rhythm section built up a steady
flow of flames and Javon Jackson’s saxophone
positively glowed. Another Cedar Walton
composition, Holy Land, featured Pierre
Boussaget weaving lugubrious patterns on bass
whilst Alvin Queen’s brushes danced all over his
drum kit. As the feature ended, Cedar took over
with an amusing quote from Poor People Of Paris.

*

Earlier in the month, one of the legends of
American folk music came to Dingwall’s in the
shape of seventy year old Odetta. Performing with
just keyboard accompaniment and supported by a
high stool, she enthralled a pitifully small audience
whose size barely exceeded her age. In the
interests of inclusiveness she encouraged us to
join in on her first number This Little Light Of
Mine. However, not satisfied with our efforts, she
soon stopped the song to admonish us “When
affirming yourself, say it loud”.
Her set continued as if she was on a lecture tour
as she narrated a brief history of folk music. She
explored the diversities of the genre in the fifties
and had become a star of the folk clubs and
Newport Folk Festival whether singing work
songs, blues, spirituals or even white Appalachian
or English folk songs. She introduced Careless
Love with a story about a young girl who strolled
around town wearing her apron low to feel
attractive and several months later ended up
unable to tie her apron strings.

Somewhere Over The Rainbow was a trio effort in
which Cedar Walton’s lyricism traversed the
parabola and sudden and sometimes subtle
changes of rhythm alluded to the multi-colours as
he reached for that pot of gold finishing with an
outburst of ecstasy that conjured the figure of
Judy Garland to mind. The final number, In The
Kitchen, exemplified Cedar Walton’s generosity as
a leader as he allowed his commis chefs space to
prepare their own dishes while he comped behind
them, encouraging and cajoling them through a
variety of flavours. Definitely one of my jazz gigs
of the year.
Dave Carroll

Politics were never far away as she linked You
Don’t Know My Mind to the marginalisation of
those who lost their jobs as a result of downsizing
and were excluded form the support process. A
Bourgeois Town referred to the time Leadbelly
and his wife went to Washington and couldn’t get
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about repatriation).
Of course it wasn’t really the last, as the audience
just would not let him go. He returned to
acknowledge their demands with You Can Get It If
You Really Want It before taking his sweatglistening body for a well-earned rest. It was a
tremendously exciting performance from the man
with the unique jaw movements and a voice which
can still hit those high notes.
Dave Carroll

Desmond Dekker at The Rayners
-2 November 2002
Life is like that. You wait a long time for a Mr 007
to come along and then he comes along twice in
the space of a few weeks – a sort of double
Dekker if you will. Firstly I got to see him at
Dingwall’s (along with our esteemed editor) and
then a few weeks later at The Rayners.









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

I do have a slight bias towards The Rayners as it
is only a five-minute walk from my home and it is
the venue for Club Ska’s irregular presentations.
Like Dingwall’s it was also hot and sweaty and the
place was heaving with energetic dancing. Many
of the audience seem to be in a time warp with
their Ben Sherman shirts, jeans and braces
straight from the era of skinhead bovver boys and
Blue Beat music.

Things You Didn’t know

It is impossible to lick your elbow.

A crocodile can't stick its tongue out.

A shrimp's heart is in its head (notice no
comment about Dr. Dale).

In a study of 200,000 ostriches over a
period of 80 years, no one reported a single
case where an ostrich buried its head in the
sand.

It is physically impossible for pigs to look up
into the sky.

A pregnant goldfish is called a twit (now,
now, Dr. Dale ain't a goldfish).

More than 50% of the people in the world
have never made or received a telephone
call (now that's more like the Dr. Dale we
know)…

Horses can't vomit (no comment).

The "sixth sick sheik's sixth sheep's sick" is
said to be the toughest tongue twister in the
English language.

If you sneeze too hard, you can fracture a
rib.

If you try to suppress a sneeze, you can
rupture a blood vessel in your head or neck
and die.

If you keep your eyes open by force during
a sneeze, they can pop out.

Rats multiply so quickly that in 18 months,
two rats could have over a million
descendants.

Wearing headphones for just an hour will
increase the bacteria in your ear by 700
times. (Dr. Dale? nah forget it)

If the government has no knowledge of
aliens, then why does Title 14, Section
1211 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
implemented on July 16, 1969, makes it
illegal for U.S. citizens to have any contact
with extraterrestrials or their vehicles?

A duck's quack doesn't echo, and no one
knows why (oh how we sometimes wish
Dr. Dale was a duck).

23% of all photocopier faults world-wide are
caused by people sitting on them and
photocopying their butts. (My wife would
fracture the glass)

The set was almost identical to the Dingwall’s
performance. The soldier’s beret adorning
Desmond’s head was the same but his leopardskin top had been replaced by a black shirt. There
was no warm-up for the band (which sadly did not
include any horns) as Desmond was straight down
to business with Cherry-o-Baby followed by his
first Jamaican number one hit, Honour Your
Mother And Father. There was no need to warm
up the audience either as its response and
enthusiastic dancing showed.
These numbers were followed by more classic
ska with Get Up Edina and It Mek, the song with
the slow Ave Maria introduction. The audience
(especially the skinheads) was lapping it up with
unquenchable thirst but when Desmond asked
“Are you ready to jump?” and started King Of Ska
the dancing became even more furious and
frenetic, like aerobics on speed. Lady Fay turned
to me with a bemused smile as if to say “What
dem damn white boys tink dem doin’?” She later
told me that she thought they were taking the
mickey. What price the homogenously cultural
society?
Some songs never seem to grow old and 007
(Shanty Town) is one of them. Desmond then
took us to the dancehall as he versioned his way
through the tune with snatches of many songs
including Blue Moon, People Get Ready, I’m In A
Dancing Mood, Cupid, Uptight, The Lion Sleeps
Tonight, Sugar Sugar, Sincerely (with Louis
Armstrong impersonation) and so on. He wanted
to leave us with peace and love, so the final
number had to be his UK number one hit The
Israelites (somewhat anachronistically a song
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This from an obit in the NY Times on Sun
Hadda Brooks the Smokyvoiced torch singer and
pianist who was known in
the 1940s as the Queen of
Boogie and came out of
retirement in the late 1980s
to gain new popularity with
younger audiences died on
st
Thursday 21 November at
86. In her memory I'm playing the Jump Back
Honey Complete Okeh Sessions all day today.
Full obit by Keith soon.

Most lipstick contains fish scales. (that
accounts for my wife's ....?)
Like fingerprints, everyone's tongue print is
different.
Over 75% of people who read this will try to
lick their elbow! (and only Dr. Dale will
succeed)

HEY, JUST HOW OLD ARE YOU?
My Dad was cleaning out my grandmother's
house and he brought me an old Royal Crown
Cola bottle. In the bottle top was a stopper with a
bunch of holes in it. I knew immediately what it
was, but my daughter had no idea. She thought
they had tried to make it a salt shaker or
something. I knew it as the bottle that sat on the
end of the ironing board to sprinkle clothes with
because we didn't have steam irons. Man, I am
old.
How Many Do You Remember??
Head lights dimmer switches on the floor
Ignition switches on the dashboard
Heaters mounted on the inside of the firewall
Real ice boxes [Ask your Mom about that]
Trouser clips for bicycles without chain guards.
Soldering irons you heat on a gas burner.
Using hand signals for cars without turn signals.







The following courtesy Bob Timmers/Rod Pyke at
Rockabilly Hall Of Fame web site:
Billy Mitchell, 71, a former singer with the
Washington-based rhythm-and-blues group the
Clovers who was best known for his rollicking
th
rendition of ‘Love Potion No. 9’, died November 5
at Washington Hospital Center after strokes. He
had colon cancer.
“The Clovers were one of the biggest acts in that
early era of R&B and bridged the period between
smoother pop groups such as the Ink Spots and
the rise of Rock'n'Rollers”, said Howell E. Begle
Jr., founder of the Rhythm and Blues Foundation
in Washington. Mr. Mitchell was one of the last
surviving members of the Clovers, which
consisted of four singers and a guitarist. Only
Harold Winley, who now sings with a successor to
the original Ink Spots, survives.

Older Than Dirt Quiz
Count all the ones that you remember - not the
ones you were told about! Ratings at the bottom.
1.
Blackjacks and flying saucers
2.
Chocolate logs
3.
Sweet cigarettes
4.
Coke machines that dispensed bottles
5.
Cafés with tableside jukeboxes
6.
Capstan full-strength cigarettes
7.
Party lines
8.
Newsreels before the movie
9.
Raleigh Choppers
10.
Vacuum tubes in the Co-op
11.
Telephone numbers with a word prefix
(Flaxman 347)
12.
Peashooters
13.
Supercar
14.
45 RPM records
15.
Green Shield Stamps
16.
Radiograms
17.
Metal ice trays with lever
18.
Mimeograph paper
19.
Blue flashbulb
20.
Morris 1100s
21.
Roller skate keys
22.
Spud guns
23.
Saturday pictures
24.
Standard Vanguards
25.
Wash tub mangles
If you remembered
0 - 5 = You're still young
6 -10 = You are getting older
11 -15 = Don't tell your age,
16 -25 = You're older than dirt!





In the early 1950s, the Clovers were a
powerhouse on rhythm-and-blues charts and
helped transform Atlantic Records into one of the
major R&B recording studios. The group had
more than a dozen top-10 recordings, including
‘Don't You Know I Love You’, ‘One Mint Julep’,
‘Fool, Fool, Fool’ and ‘Ting-A-Ling’. With the noted
Bill Harris on guitar, the Clovers' sound had a
vibrant, bluesy harmony and a relaxed shuffling
rhythm. In 1998, a Los Angeles Times critic
reviewing a reissue of the band’s work called the
Clovers "one of the most appealing of all the early
R&B groups."
Mr. Mitchell, a tenor, joined the Clovers in 1953
and soon was alternating lead vocals with John
"Buddy" Bailey and Charles White. With a more
"gutbucket" blues feel than balladeer Bailey, Mr.
Mitchell sang the lead on such songs as ‘Your
Cash Ain't Nothin' but Trash’ and ‘Down in the
Alley’. The Clovers continued making R&B hits
throughout the decade, including ‘Devil or Angel’,
‘Blue Velvet’ and ‘Love, Love, Love’. The band
appeared in such top-flight performance halls as
the Apollo Theatre in Harlem and on an Alan
Freed television special in 1957. The group's last
hit was ‘Love Potion No. 9’, a song written by Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller and which was a
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crossover sensation on the pop and R&B charts.
Mr. Mitchell sang lead.

Paul Anka was also in the chart with 'Diana' which
could loosely be termed Rock'n'Roll I suppose,
though it was more 1950s pop. That's about it. No
Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, Chuck Berry or
Fats Domino despite all their million sellers
worldwide. Even Elvis could only manage one
chart entry in the Top 100, and that was for a
Neapolitan ballad - 'It's Now Or Never (O Solo
Mio)'.

The Clovers split up about a year later as
individual members pursued other recording
opportunities and as the music labels cultivated
younger doo-wop and rock groups. Mr. Mitchell
tried to extend his singing career, recording with
Clovers member Harold "Hal" Lucas songs such
as ‘The Bootie Green’, which plugged into the
twist dance craze. Those efforts did not equal his
earlier successes, and Mr. Mitchell sought a more
stable job in Washington, where he lived at his
death. He did stockroom work for St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital until he retired in 1992. "Once he stopped
singing, he said that was it," Winley said
yesterday. "He said he wouldn't do it anymore."
They reunited, however, in 1988 at a Rhythm and
Blues Foundation benefit in Austin. The Clovers
said they never saw much money from their work
in the 1950s, and several members said they felt
they had been mismanaged.

It just confirms what I remember of the 1950s
from my schooldays. Apart from 'Rock Around
The Clock' very few Rock’n’Roll records/artists
made as big an impact as the really big stars of
the era - Rosemary Clooney, Michael Holliday,
Doris Day, Frankie Vaughan, Patti Page, etc. Mind
you, none of these made the Top 100 either. I
guess we just didn't have the money to buy as
many records in the 1950s.
Tony Papard



William
Joseph Mitchell was a native
Washingtonian and attended Armstrong High
School. He left, with his mother's permission, at
age 17 to sing professionally. Among those he
worked with was a blues band led by Joe Morris, a
former trumpeter with Lionel Hampton. By the
time Mr. Mitchell joined the Clovers it was well
established. Lucas had formed the group in 1946
with friends at Armstrong, and they sang at area
clubs before Atlantic signed them. The
breakthrough recording was ‘Don't You Know I
Love You’ in 1951.





by Neil Foster

The Rough Guide to Elvis
(25th Anniversary Edition) 2002
By Paul Simpson - 480 pages - Illustrated - Index
Distributed by Penguin Books Ltd, 80 Strand,
WC2 ORL at £6.99
Most people have seen at least one of the "Rough
Guide to…" series (I have one on the saxophone)
so will know that although some of the books are
very small, they manage to pack in an amazing
amount of information.
This must be one of the biggest (like Elvis). The
author surveys Presley’s entire career and
recording history in exhaustive detail and even if
(like me) you don’t have much time for his post50s work, he has lots of interesting things to say
on the later recordings.

Survivors include his wife of 48 years, Helen
Gibbs Mitchell of Washington; five children,
William Jeffrey Mitchell, Robin Patricia Jones,
Tracey Althea Mitchell, Robert Lamar Mitchell and
Victoria Lynn Mitchell, all of Washington; 11
grandchildren; and five great-grandchildren.





BOOK REVIEWS

Mr. Mitchell served in the Army during the Korean
War and was hired as a replacement for Bailey,
who had been called away for military duty. Fellow
singer Matthew McQuater told a reporter in 1997
that it was obvious why Mr. Mitchell was kept in
the band even after Bailey returned: "Cause he
was a singin' fool!"







Mini Mr Angry
'The Ultimate Chart'
I recorded the three hours of Channel 4's 'The
Ultimate Chart' and then watched it on rewind to
see if there was anything of interest. It just goes to
show what a minority form of music Rock'n'Roll
was in UK even in the 1950s. Only one hard
Rock’n’Roll record made the Top 100 all time
biggest chart sellers in this country, and that, of
course, was Bill Haley's 'Rock Around The Clock'.
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In eight chapters he explores the life, the music,
influences, the canon (50 essential Elvis songs
and the stories behind them), the films (aagh!),
Elvis as icon, world-wide sites associated with the
King and a guide to Elvis memorabilia – discs,
CDs, books, videos, web-sites and "songs that
might have been sung".

He was a rather lonely, unhappy person at times
but compensated for this by being a convivial
companion, when in the mood: an extremely witty
talker ("the prefab pre-Fab times" was his
felicitous phrase for the early ‘50s and he
described one singer (Faron) unforgettably as
"The panda-footed Prince of Prance"!) he also
had a beautifully clear voice. A well-educated,
cultured man, in a world of semi-literates, he cut a
strange and arresting figure (but then so did Brian
Epstein and Ray McFall, the manager of the
Cavern, neither of whom were rockers, either.)

My only criticism would be to paraphrase the little
girl who was given a book on butterflies and
complained, "This book tells me more about
butterflies than I want to know." This book tells me
more about Elvis than I want to know but hardcore fans will disagree – they can never get too
much Elvis and for them this intensive, extensive,
comprehensive, inexpensive little gem will be the
perfect Christmas gift (and it will fit into their
Christmas stocking!)

Unlike others on the scene he made little money
and as the interest in Mersey Beat waned, he
became a bingo-caller until, after the death of
John Lennon in 1980, the worldwide interest in
both the Beatles and the Cavern became an
international obsession. From then on his
knowledge, expertise and passionate loyalty to the
cause of telling the world exactly what happened
in those heady years kept him in constant demand
for articles and interviews.

THE BEST OF FELLAS
The Story of Bob Wooler, Liverpool’s first DJ.
The Man Who Introduced the Beatles
By Spencer Leigh - 264 pages - Illustrated
Published by Drivegreen Publications Ltd, in
association with Jim Turner, KNB House, 7
Rodney Street, Liverpool L1 9HZ at £12.99

He was scornful of the myths that were
perpetrated about the Beatles and the Cavern and
once described Mathew Street as “Mythew
Street”. Unfortunately, he perpetrates a myth
himself in this book by a classic piece of doublethink.

The title of this book is a pun on "The Best of
Cellars", which was Bob Wooler’s witty description
of the Cavern Club in 1961. Bob Wooler was
Liverpool’s first Rock’n’Roll DJ and the champion
of the early Beatles and the Cavern, as well as the
friend and confidant of dozens of other lesserknown bands. Although far older than the usual
Rock’n’Rollers of the time (he was 76 years old
when he died in February this year), whose first
love was the music of the great songsmiths like
Cole Porter, Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Hoagy
Carmichael, he devoted his time from the early
‘60s onwards to building up an unrivalled
knowledge of the Mersey Beat scene and also
amassing an enormous collection of photos and
memorabilia, which literally filled his small house.

On p.70 he tells the well-worn tale of the
devastating impact the Beatles had on the
audience at Litherland Town Hall on 27th
December 1960: “It was an amazing night… I was
fab-ergasted… People went crazy… the audience
went mad… The Beatles’ impact was
tremendous.”
On p.242, there is more of the same: “…the crowd
went crazy over them… I’m still trying to fathom
what they did to people that night.”
Yet on p.244 (transcript of the Beatles Convention
1998) he tells a different story: “I am going to
make a statement about the Beatles. If Lennon
and McCartney had not been a great song-writing
duo, the Beatles would have been another comeand-go group. The songs that they wrote were the
vital things about the Beatles.”
This last statement flatly contradicts all the others.
Lennon and McCartney’s song-writing talents
were not known in 1960 so, using his own logic,
the group must have been “another come-and-go
group”. How could such mediocrities possibly be
“magic” or set the kids on fire?
For what it’s worth, here is my theory. The kids
went wild about the Beatles in 1960 NOT because
they were so good but simply because the general
standard of Liverpool groups then was so BAD
that even a crude, crap outfit like the Beatles was
better! An unromantic story but, I believe, a true
one.
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Let me mention a few small misprints/mistakes
just to (a) show off and (b) prove that I have read
the whole book and not just skimmed it:
 p. 208 - Joe’s Café was in Duke Street, not
Dale Street
 p.220 - It was Lally Stott (not Scott) who
wrote “Chirpy Chirpy Cheep Cheep”. He was
one of the very few famous Prescotians and
in fact I think he turned up as a drummer for
a dance-band I was involved with. They
complained
his
style
was
“too
Rock’n’Rollish”.

the "Cunard Yank" theory (that Liverpool merchant
seamen brought home rare Rock’n’Roll discs
which the groups heard before they became
known in the UK); the sacking of Pete Best and
why; the truth about John Lennon’s notorious
attack on him at Paul McCartney’s 21st birthday
party and for light relief, his ongoing feud with
Allan Williams, the "Man Who Gave The Beatles
Away" and also the man who moved the Memoirs
of Baron Munchausen to Merseyside.
Fans of the Goons will recall the "Tales of Men’s
Shirts" episode but almost as funny is the Allan
Williams story of "Paul McCartney’s (alleged)
Leather Trousers", told in the transcript of a 1998
Beatles Convention. Spencer Leigh also includes
a short duel between Williams and Wooler from a
Judi Spiers TV programme, which is very
amusing, too.

Spencer Leigh is to be congratulated for
persuading Bob Wooler, a rather reclusive,
suspicious, moody man to "spill the beans" and it
took a lot of patience, perseverance and
persuasion (too much alliteration there.)
The book is not the autobiography of Bob Wooler
(although most of the words are his); nor is it a
biography (although there is a lot of biographical
information and Bob’s opinions - often unexpected
and unconventional - on all things Scouse, from
humour to accent and his views on how Liverpool
and its people have been represented in films and
TV sitcoms). It is not even a straight history of
Mersey Beat. It is all three in one, which makes it
so interesting.

Yes, I knew Bob Wooler (slightly) and even
appeared on one of his Radio Merseyside
programmes and to prove it, here’s a (true) story.
In the late ‘70s I was invited to one of his birthday
parties at Mr Pickwick’s, a club in London Road.
Some of the old-time groups appeared in Bob’s
honour but unfortunately, the night was ruined by
the antisocial antics of a drunken, abusive,
aggressive Teddy Boy in a lavender drape who
totally destroyed the atmosphere of that happy
night. IT WAS ME!

He describes vividly the rivalry and bitchiness of
the promoters and club-owners of the period and
the sometimes violent and rowdy scenes he
witnessed; his near-electrocution by faulty
equipment; who first used the term "Mersey Beat";
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totally inappropriate when applied to more stately
compositions like ‘Ol’ Man River’. 1944 saw the
Bradshaw band record for Irving Berman’s Regis
and Manor labels; by this time the line up included
a talented young alto saxist, Sonny Stitt, who went
on to be a legend among modern jazz reedmen,
and also a second altoist Don Hill who would go
on to work with the Treniers (an association that
goes on to this very day - some of you 'Tales
From The Woods' readers/contributors would
have seen him at Hemsby in recent years). The
Regis/Manor tracks, ten in number, span ‘44 to
‘47 and are again very much in the big band swing
mould. CD 1 is completed by a quartet of songs
recorded for Herman Lubinsky’s New Jersey
based label, Savoy in March 1947. The sound is
closer to Louis Jordan than Cab Calloway this
time due to a smaller line-up and of these, only
‘Take The Hands Off The Clock’ and ‘I've Been
Around’ held my attention.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Tiny Bradshaw - Breaking Up The House Proper PVCD101
Shout, Sister Shout | Mister, Will You Serenade? | The
Darktown Strutters' Ball | The Sheik Of Araby | Ol' Man
River | I Ain't Got Nobody | I'm A Ding Dong Daddy |
She'll Be Coming 'Round The Mountain | After You've
Gone | Salt Lake City Bounce | Straighten Up And Fly
Right | Bradshaw Bounce | V-2 | Butterfly | Schoolday
Blues | Six Shooter Junction | Bride And Groom Boogie
| I Found Out Too Late | These Things Are Love | If I
Had A Million Dollars | Take The Hands Off The Clock |
I've Been Around | Gravy Train | Boodie Green |
Walkin' The Chalk Line | Well Oh Well | Butterfly | I'm
Going To Have Myself A Ball | Breaking Up The House
| One, Two, Three, Kick Blues | If You Don't Love Me,
Tell Me So | Walk That Mess | Snaggle Tooth Ruth |
Brad's Blues | Bradshaw Boogie | Two Dry Bones On
The Pantry Shelf | The Blues Came Pouring Down | I'm
A Hi'ballin' Daddy | Get Back On The Shelf Baby | Built
Like A Railroad Track | T-99 | The Train Kept A-Rollin' |
Knockin' Blues

Towards the end of 1949 Bradshaw and his
smaller aggregation signed with Syd Nathan’s
King label and entered into what can only be
described as a golden period over three years.
The first King release, ‘Gravy Train’, though a
turntable hit in the South, did not register on the
billboard R&B charts. However the follow up, the
brash, exciting ‘Well Oh Well’ went top 10 R&B in
the spring of 1950, sparking off a clutch of classic
sides, some of which were hits, many of which are
here it for your delight - ‘Walkin' The Chalk Line’,
‘Going To Have Myself A Ball’, ‘Walk That Mess’,
‘Breaking Up The House’ and more. (A 1951
biggie ‘The Train Kept Rollin’ was picked up by
two Memphis teenage brothers, Johnny and
Dorsey Burnette, who recorded a wild and totally
unique version of the song in 1956). All these
songs feature the Big Jay McNeely inspired sax
work of Rufus Gore and Red Prysock. Following
the cut-off point at which CD 2 ends, Bradshaw
went on to have two instrumental hits for King
(‘Soft’ and ‘heavy juice’ in 1953) but, following four
years of ill-health, he died on 6th November,
1958. This 2 CD set is a fine tribute then, to a
highly underrated R&B pioneer. Great informative
booklet notes by Joop Visser. A winner!

The Proper label has
just released a series
of double CDs in the
mid-price range and at
around about a tenner
each they naturally
represent great value.
As the 1987 Charly
CD ‘Breaking Up The
House’ has long been out of print, this Tiny
Bradshaw collection of 43 tracks spanning the
years 1934 to 1951 is most welcome. Mind you, to
a lot of Rock'n'Roll/rhythm’n’blues devotees this
package will be a double CD of two halves so to
speak, with the rockin’est chunk of cake on CD 2.
But more on that later.

Delbert McClinton - Room to Breathe –
New West NW6042

Quick biog time; Myron Carlton Bradshaw was
born in Youngstown, Ohio in September 1905.
Nicknamed ‘Tiny’, he formed his first band in the
spring of 1934 and shortly after made his first
recordings for the Decca label, then in its
ascendancy. The first eight cuts on CD 1 are
Decca sides and are very much in the Cab
Calloway style, hi-de-hi-de-hi-de-ho and all that.
Musically the band are tight and razor sharp and
among the sax players we find altoist Russell
Procope who went on to be a regular member of
the Duke Ellington orchestra from 1946 until the
Duke's death in 1974.

Same Kind Of Crazy | Smooth Talk | Jungle Room |
Everything I Know About The Blues | Blues About You |
Lone Star Blues | The Rub | Won't Be Me | Don't Want
To Lose You | Ain't Lost Nothin' | Money Honey | New
York City

Delbert McClinton has
been regarded by our
very own Soulboy as
one of the finest blueeyed soul singers of
them all. I can only
agree wholeheartedly
with this, particularly

The fast tempos suit much of this material but are
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Home - Paul Revere & The Raiders • Louie Louie Toots & The Maytals

when he issues albums as great as this latest one
for the New West label. Actually a Delbert
McClinton album, practically any album, will
contain elements of country, of blues and, of
course soul, and ‘Room To Breathe’ is no
exception; what particularly impresses me about
McClinton is his consistency in releasing albums
with strong original songs, plus the odd cover,
through the years.

This one contains
24 songs that are
either covers of,
sequels
to
or
inspired by Richard
Berry's classic R&B
composition ‘Louie
Louie’ and, though
some may find this
CD hard going, I
found it to be a
fascinating collection containing many versions
and related recordings I hadn't heard before. The
CD is divided into sections (Inspirational Louie,
North-Western Louie, Transatlantic Louie, Louie
As A Way Of Life etc) and Alec Palao’s detailed
notes state that ‘Louie’ as a composition was
inspired by ‘One For My Baby’ by Johnny Mercer,
‘Havana Moon’ by Chuck Berry (understandable)
and ‘El Loco Cha Cha’ by the Rene Touzet
Orchestra (understandable in that it utilises the
infamous opening riff).

Backed by a typically solid outfit, among which we
find Todd Sharp on lead guitar, Bill Campbell on
rhythm guitar, George Hawkins on bass, Lynn
Williams on drums, and Jim Horne among the
saxes, this CD is a delight from start to finish with
first class vocalising and harp blowing from our
main man. The countrified ‘Lone Star Blues’
boasts a priceless chorus group singing behind
Delbert; they include Marcia Ball, Ray Benson,
Guy Clark, Rodney Crowell, Steve Earle, Joe Ely,
Jimmy Dale Gilmore, Emmylou Harris, Butch
Hancock, Kimmie Rhodes and Billy Joe Shaver. I
kid you not! The funky sound with which
McClinton is especially associated runs through
‘Smooth Talk’, ‘Won't Be Me’ and the album's
opener ‘Same Kind Of Crazy’.

Richard’s original 1957 version was released on
Max Feirtag’s Flip label. Before the single was
issued however, Berry had met his bride to be,
Dorothy, who refused to marry him without a band
of gold. So Richard decided to sell publishing
rights to ten of his compositions including ‘Louie
Louie’ to the Limax company for 700 dollars and
the pair got married. On release the single did well
but Berry hadn't reckoned on its popularity with
the next generation of rock stars-to-be, so much
so that by the end of the Sixties ‘Louie Louie’ had
become a highly desirable copyright and Berry
spent much of the Seventies and Eighties trying to
reclaim the copyright. He got it back as the
Nineties moved in, so for the rest of his life (he
died in 1995), he lived in reasonable luxury.

There are two nice blues ballads in ‘Don't Want To
Lose You’ and ‘Everything I Know About The
Blues’, the latter of which has been heard by yours
truly on Radio 2 more than once lately. You can
boogie with a steady sway to in ‘New York City’
while ‘the rub’ straddles the fence between soul
and jazz. The outstanding tracks for me though,
are the shufflin’ blues ‘Ain't Lost Nothin' and two
absolute rockin’ ballads in ‘Blues About You Baby’
and ‘Money Honey’ (that’s not the ‘Money Honey’,
this ‘Money Honey’ was written by McClinton and
Gary Nicolson). So yet another winner from the
guy responsible for the superb harmonica work on
Bruce Channel's 1962 smash ‘Hey Baby’, it's
about time Delbert McClinton made another trip to
this green and pleasant land. Let's hope he does and soon!

Of the versions that emanate from the Pacific
North-West state of America. Little Bill’s version
takes after Richard Berry's recording while Rockin'
Robin Roberts and Paul Revere’s are inspired by
the Kingsmen; Don & The Goodtimes version is
also Kingsmen based but faster and, for me, one
of the better covers and the Sonics’ version has a
Sixties garage sound to it like the Standells.

Various Artists - Love That Louie: The Louie
Louie Files - Ace CDCHD844
Louie Louie - Richard Berry & The Pharoahs • El
Loco Cha Cha - Rene Touzet • One For My Baby (And
One More For The Road) from the RKO picture "The
Sky's The Limit" - Johnny Mercer with Paul Weston
& his Orchestra • Havana Moon - Chuck Berry •
Louie Louie - Rockin' Robin Roberts & The Wailers •
Louie Louie - Little Bill with The Adventurers and
The Shalimars • Louie Louie - Kingsmen • Louie
Louie - Paul Revere & The Raiders • Louie Louie Don & The Goodtimes • Louie Louie - Sonics • Louie
Louie - Beach Boys • Louie Louie - Otis Redding •
Louie Louie - Sandpipers • Louie Louie - Swamp Rats
• Louie Louie - Travis Wammack • Louie Louie - Kinks
• Louie Louie - Sounds Orchestral • Love That Louie Jack E Lee & The Squires • Louise Louise - H.B. &
The Checkmates • Long Green - Kingsmen • Louie
Louie '66 - Jack Ely & The Courtmen • Have Love Will
Travel - Richard Berry & The Pharoahs • Louie Go

Under the heading Louie As A Way Of Life comes
the Beach Boys’ 1964 version, perhaps
surprisingly in the Richard Berry style, Travis
Wammack and Otis Redding put their own
individual stamp on ‘Louie’, the Swamp Rats are
garagey, while the Sandpipers, of ‘Guantanamera’
fame, give ‘Louie’ a folky treatment (the lyrics are
sung in Spanish and Kathy Westmoreland, later to
be a regular part of Elvis’ stage shows, is the
female voice). The Sounds Orchestral (UK)
version is weird to say the least while the Kinks’
‘You Really Got Me’ and ‘All Day And All Of The
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Night', while good of their type were ‘Louie’
sideways really.

artists were shaking the nation, making the
Billboard R&B chart; Little Richard with 'Tutti Frutti'
and James Brown with 'Please Please Please'.
Such accomplishments couldn't fail to impress the
young Otis, steering his musical interests towards
R&B, not forgetting the impact Rock’n’Roll was
having around this time.

The Louie Rewrites feature ‘Long Green’ by the
Kingsmen (whose classic version is included of
course) and the contributions by Jack E Lee &
The Squires and H.B. & The Checkmates are
quite interesting. ‘Louie Louie '66’ by Jack Ely &
The Courtmen is another garage like rendition.
There are two Louie Sequels, Paul Revere is okay
but Richard Berry's ‘Have Love Will Travel’ is just
a wonderful, uplifting track, ‘Louie Louie’
connection or not. Lastly, Louie’s taken for a
reggae ride by Toots & The Maytals in a version
originally issued on Trojan in 1972.

By 1956 Otis had left school and, amongst many
other short-lived jobs, was sinking wells for a
living, helping to support the family after his father
became too ill to work. He got whatever work he
could as a musician, his early ventures into music
showed every possibility of him being just another
mediocre Little Richard imitator. Otis greatly
admired him, and he was an early source of
inspiration for him. Otis would perform 'Heebie
Jeebies' at local amateur talent contests, winning
almost every time. In 1958 one such promoter
who grew tired of paying out the winner’s $5 prize
for fifteen straight weeks, arranged for the young
Otis to go out on the road with Little Richard's
touring band, The Upsetters. Needless to say this
was short lived and he returned to the talent
contest circuit. One such venue was Macon's
Douglas Theatre, where in December 1959 he
met his future bride, Zelma, semi successful
guitarist Johnny Jenkins, and manager Phil
Walden.

So there you have it, a classic Rock’n’Roll song
explored in a variety of styles. Not sure if this will
become one of Ace’s best-selling CDs but I found
it quite enjoyable and kinda educational too. Me
gotta go! But not before I wish you all you good
rockin’ folks a Happy Christmas and a great New
Year! Keep rockin’ and reelin’ and movin’ and
groovin’ in 2003!
Boppin’ Brian

















SOUL KITCHEN

Otis secured local gigs and by late 1959 was
touring Southern colleges as featured vocalist,
renamed Rockhouse Redding, with Johnny
Jenkins and the Pinetoppers who had scored
regionally with 'Love Twist' on Atlantic Records.
During the early summer of 1960 he tried his luck
in California but all that emerged after six months
of car washing was one forty five. Redding's outfit
called itself the Shooters for his first release, a
blues based rocker, sung in mock Coasters style
'Tuff Enough' b/w a medium tempo aka Joe Tex
R&B rocker, 'She's All Right' Trans World 6908.
His recording debut proved unsuccessful. Years
later with Redding's name established, this same
coupling reappeared on the Denver based Finer
Arts label 2016, choosing 'She's All Right' as the A
side and re-naming the group Otis Redding and
the Shooters. From the same recording session
as the debut single came 'I'm Getting’ Hip' /
'Gamma Lama'; there is some debate as to
whether this was released as a forty five on
Alshire (5802) around this time, I think not, but
certainly on a budget album released by Alshire
much later. Marble Arch in the UK.

OTIS REDDING REMEMBERED
Who died 35 years ago 10/12/1967
Otis Redding, arguably soul music's greatest
exponent, had carved out his own position of
prominence in the world of soul music, and his
sudden untimely passing had left music with yet
another silent void. Like that left by Sam Cooke's
death, it would never really be filled.
Otis Redding was born on 9th September 1941 in
Dawson, Georgia, one of six children and the son
of a part time minister and local air force base
worker. Three years later Otis's family moved to
nearby Macon. At home Otis was always playing
his mother's piano, and was showing great
interest in drums and guitar. Otis, a strong
believer, grew up in church, playing drums behind
gospel groups and sang in his early teens with a
gospel quartet. As a country boy growing up in the
south, Otis must have been exposed to plenty of
blues and country music as well as gospel, but
shortly after Otis's fourteenth birthday, two Macon
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Returning to Georgia in September 1960, after his
few months in California proved unsuccessful
career wise, Otis, bitten by the Rock’n’Roll bug,
set about establishing himself, having gained
valuable experience with Johnny Jenkins. When
he went into the studio with the Pinetoppers, by
then he was reasonably well known around
Macon, to record the frantic, shouting re-working
of 'Gamma Lama', as 'Shout Bamalama' b/w 'Fat
Girl', released locally in 1961 on local
Georgia label Orbit 135, then later in
1961 on Confederate 135, then
reissued again on Bethlehem 3083 in
1963, than yet again on King 6149
after his death in 1968. These early
sides saw Otis groping at different
styles, 'Shout Bamalama' would be
something Gary US Bonds was
breaking through with, although 'Fat
Girl' was very much a derivative of
Larry William's 'Bony Moronie'. All the
more surprising then that Otis
shrugged off much of this and that his
totally idiosyncratic style should spring
nearly full fledged on his first Volt side, 'These
Arms Of Mine'.

solidarity, slightly tremulous but with disconcerting
suggestions of power, it was stylistically miles
from the Macon rocker. With the B side, however
Otis couldn't leave his admiration for Little
Richard, 'Hey Hey Baby' had the exact timbre and
technique of Richard, rasping then cutting out in
flattened aspirates. The only indication of the
future times in this rocker was the churning
density of sound. After the record's success he
signed a contract with Atlantic
records, allowing Stax to license
his records for release, and
assigned to Stax subsidiary Volt.
Next followed 'That's What My
Heart Needs' / Mary's Little Lamb'
Volt 109, which was a minor hit.
His final single of 1963 was 'Pain
In My Heart' b/w 'Something Is
Worrying Me' on Volt 112. 'Pain In
My Heart' was a blatant cover of
'Ruler Of My Heart' which Irma
Thomas had issued on Minit the
previous year. Otis’ version was
less pure but more intense as he captured the
flow of grief. The heartbeat bass and the pulsing
horns underlined the weight of emotion and Otis'
fragile voice floated in to fill the vacuum. PAIN IN
MY HEART was also the title track of the first Otis
Redding album, issued in 1964 on Atco 161,
which was mainly a collection of competent
covers of R&B hits. Particularly appealing are a
chunky version of Richard Berry's 'Louie Louie'
and Little Richard's hit 'Lucille', which is more
relaxed than the original and includes a fine sax
solo. But the outstanding cuts on the album were
all Redding originals auguring well for his future.
'That's What My Heart Needs' with its churning
guitar figure, and clear upfront testifying vocal was
almost mature Redding. Horns echo beautifully, a
trumpet punctuates way back, and the
performance works towards a fade very much in
the manner of, say Wilson Pickett with the voice
twisting madly and flattening out. 'Security' which
possibly features Isaac Hayes on his first paid
session as the piano player. But it's certainly the
first time Otis' trademark offbeat horn punctuation,
duelling with both Cropper's guitar responses and
Otis' vocals, following the tightly integrated
Memphis sound horn break.

He married Zelma in August 1961. Still a part time
member of the Pinetoppers, but generally during
1961 and most of 1962, apart from weekend
college gigs, Otis appeared to be going nowhere
musically, even fronting a fake Drifters as Clyde
McPhatter. Then came that fortuitous moment,
essential even in the careers of the most talented.
Johnny Jenkins had an opportunity to record a
follow up to 'Love Twist', and was booked for a
recording session at the then expanding Stax
record company in Memphis. As Jenkins's didn't
have a driving licence, he asked Otis to drive him
to the studio, an old converted movie house on
East McLemore. Not to let this accidental chance
slip by, at the tail end of Jenkins’ session, Otis
finally got his chance to cut a demo. The outcome
is legend and in November 1962 his own
composition, 'These Arms Of Mine' b/w 'Hey Hey
Baby' was released on Volt 103. Stax owner Jim
Stewart wasn't too impressed, but with a lot of
persuasion from Steve Cropper, who played piano
on the session, the record was released.
D.J.s seized on the Little
Richard imitation 'Hey Hey
Baby', which promptly died. But
one D J, John R out in Nashville
started playing the slow side
over and over for ages. Finally it
caught on and gradually moved
across country hitting one local
chart after another, finally
breaking nationally, reaching top twenty R&B.
'These Arms Of Mine', a blues drenched aching
ballad, ticked out with piano triplets, and featuring
Johnny Jenkins’ intricately climbing guitar,
revealed the Redding voice in its entirety. Lacking

In November 1963 Otis went alone to New York to
appear at the Apollo Theatre, where he sang his
hits 'Pain In My Heart' and ' These Arms Of Mine'.
Both captured for prosperity on the album
'SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE APOLLO Atco 159.
(UK London). 'Come To Me' written by Redding
and Phil Walden, issued in 1964, was slightly
reminiscent of Percy Sledge. Otis sang with that
familiar catch in his voice while Booker T's organ
playing swelled out the sanctified sound. There
are moments when Otis comes in like some
muted horn singing "so-oo blue". The cut ended
with Redding down on his knees and Cropper
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somewhere up there in the rafters, b/w 'Don't
Leave Me This Way' Volt 116. Next came a dig
back to the album 'Security' b/w 'I Want To Thank
You' Volt 117. Next single 'Chained And Bound',
with the now expected interplay of vocal and
instrumental with horns anticipating his every
nuance, b/w 'Your One And Only Man' Volt 121.
The final week of 1964 bought us another slab of
up-tempo soul 'Mr Pitiful', written by Redding and
Cropper, featuring that strange buried sound
which Wexler tried to remix on posthumous
reissues and is otherwise noteworthy for the
whinnying horn breaks, and an impossible to
ignore piano way down in the darkness. The
combination of irresistible rhythms with admittedly
self-pitying
words
somehow
transcends
adolescent trauma to become genuinely moving.
Backed with 'That's How Strong My Love Is', Volt
124, brings yet more excesses, as the title
suggest is one of those second division Otis discs,
heavy and somewhat strident, convincing affinities
with 'Pain In My Heart' in executing and shape.
The lyric builds up an enormity of angst. "I'll be the
moon when the sun goes down" is a reasonably
extravagant claim but ensuing "Just to let you
know I'm still around" must be the throwaway of
the century. The overall sound is impressive. It is
a much-covered song and Candi Staton's version
on Fame is worth a listen. Both sides made the
R&B top twenty.

Decca promotion man Tony Hall chose Otis'
version of the Temptations’ 'My Girl' for release,
successfully giving Otis a top hit reaching 11, after
which almost every Redding single made some
kind of chart showing in the UK. It's also
interesting to note that UK single releases
became out of sync with the States, aiming
perhaps at a more commercial market here.
February 1966, to coincide with his UK success.
'(I Cant Get No) Satisfaction' / 'Any Ole Way' Volt
132 was released. His reputation was even
greater abroad than at home. 'Satisfaction' the
Strolling Bones song, was initially recorded in
response to the fact that he was unknown with
white America, despite white rock groups
grabbing his songs and to a certain existent style.
'Satisfaction' was not his best work. But the song
is a maverick. It has Chuck Berry quirkiness, but
where Jagger was just nasty and hung up, Otis
created, against the grain, healthy driving
sexuality. He misses the ugly frustrations in the
song, arriving instead at an unfettered percussive
energy.

In the spring of 1965 came one of the all time
standards of soul, 'I've Been Loving You Too
Long' and the performance is definitive. Written by
Otis and Jerry Butler. Otis opens it up gradually
but incisively, letting the instruments come in one
at a time until he reaches the lyrical vortex and all
passion breaks loose. He describes how he grows
more dependent, more in love, as his woman
becomes correspondingly more tired and bored.
Suddenly the horns climb relentlessly in serious
ranks and as Otis sings the words "You are tired"
he draws on the word "tired" until it sings like a
horn too. There's a tremendous sense of power,
purity and release in what must surely be one of
the sublime moments in soul. The begging close
is unforgettable, b/w 'I'm Depending On You' Volt
126. This was his biggest hit to date.

Otis made his first visit to Britain in September
1966. Sep 12th Bristol Colston Hall, Sep 15th
Manchester Odeon, Sep 16th Ready Steady Go.
Live TV show when the majority of the programme
was devoted to Otis Redding and his band, Sep
16th London Tiles club, Sep 17th Boston
Gliderdrome, Sep 18th Brixton Ram Jam Club. It
was at a packed to capacity Ram Jam that gave
birth to the dynamite explosive performer that he
was.

The year 1965 also brought 'Respect' b/w 'Ole
Man Trouble' Volt 128. Undoubtedly much of the
appeal of the top deck depends on Duck Dunn's
subliminal bass and the automaton drumming of
Al Jackson Jnr, but the song was better served
vocally in Aretha Franklin's celebrated cover. 'Ole
Man Trouble', is generally considered one of
Redding's best ballads and greatest moments on
record, which probably owes its reputation to the
sound rather than the content. It has a wonderful
opening with Cropper's guitar zipping across as
his fingers slide burning down the frets. His last
release of 1965 was the storming 'I Can't Turn
You Loose' b/w 'Just One More Day' Volt 130.
Meanwhile back in the UK in November 1965,
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'My Lover's Prayer' b/w 'Don't Mess With Cupid'
Volt 136 released in July 1966 is a brilliant ballad,
penned by Otis, not especially profound but with
all the intricacies of style and construction that
make him so rewarding. The sombre, solid
interplay of horns and piano, accentuated by lead
guitar and underpinned by brass, underlines Otis's
actual knowledge of the song, the way he arrives
at its essential architecture. When Otis sings
"Don't keep my mind going round in so many
circles" the eddying horns make his pain concrete,
and with the final words "Come on home" there is
a final frantic of drums. Certainly a recording like
'My Lover's Prayer' reveals Otis feeling his way.
b/w 'Don't Mess With Cupid' Volt 136. The
haunting 'Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa (Sad Song)' Volt 138 is
yet another of the myriad examples of Otis’
astonishing spontaneity. We get both on an
introspective song, which also depends heavily on
pianist Booker T's left hand, providing a suitable
coupling where Otis extols the virtues of his
woman over the sanctified organ chords of Isaac
Hayes. An ear catching riff makes this one of his
greatest. Flip side 'Good To Me' is virtually a
happy sequel to 'I've Been Loving You To Long'.
Otis closed out 1966 with one of his greatest
moments on record, 'Try A Little Tenderness' /
'Sick Y' All' Volt 141. The top side is the old Ted
Lewis standard and Otis treatment is distinctive.
One of the most magic moments ever laid down is
when Al Jackson's tapping drumstick mid way
through tempo change moves Otis from the ballad
into a rampant frenzy.

the definitive Otis album, while it ought to be noted
that it is virtually a Sam Cooke tribute; it certainly
has an abundance of first rate performances. A
stunning re-recording of 'I've Been Loving You
Too Long' sets the pace for other incredibly soul
tracks. 'A Change Is Gonna Come' is powerfully
reinterpreted without actually equalling the
sublimity of the original. But no one, not even
Redding, could soar like Cooke does on this
number. 'Shake' stays very close to the original
arrangement and is a timely reminder that Otis
has capitalized on something Cooke created but
did not have the chance to develop, namely, that
explosive, mechanical timing on dance numbers.
'My Girl' which Smokey Robinson wrote for the
Temptations, is a delicate, pulsing ballad and the
epitome of all that is romantic in soul. It was a
seminar single in the UK peaking at number 11. B
B King's 'Rock Me Baby' has been recorded by
everybody, but seldom with the flair Otis and the
Stax band bring to it. Rutting song par excellence.
His version of Solomon Burke's 'Down In The
Valley' is the proverbial churning urn of burning
funk, with Otis' tumbling style used to the
maximum effect, stuttering and wailing his hups
and whoa's to glory, the words pile up into a
melange of "gotta gotta - good God almighty gotta groove groove me..." has to be heard to be
believed. 'Respect' went on to become a black
power anthem a couple of years later when Aretha
Franklin recorded it. The album is very much the
set which established him in the UK.
THE SOUL ALBUM Volt 413 has at
least four winners 'Cigarettes and
Coffee' is unparalleled in its recreation
of that reflective small hours mood,
something Otis was a past master at,
and is his most moving performances
on record. 'Nobody Knows You (When
You're Down and Out)' may seem a
curious inclusion but Redding raises it
from the usual detached platitude into
a performance of unusual conviction
comparable
with
William
Bell's
'Everybody Loves A Winner'. The
heartfelt 'Everybody Makes A Mistake', is built
around the cheating theme of playing the field and
getting caught. Otis really suggests the
unbearable pain of forfeited love. 'The pleading
ballad 'Just One More Day' is another plastering
deep goody.

The years 1965 and 1966 were a
bonanza for albums drawing together
single success with new and unreleased
material. THE GREAT OTIS REDDING
SINGS SOUL BALLADS Volt 411
introduced, Jackie Wilson's 'Woman
Lover A Friend', Chuck Willis 'It's Too
Late' Jerry Butler's 'For Your Precious
Love', a mediocre cover of Sam Cooke's
'Nothing Can Change This Love', and an
original 'Home In Your Heart'. 'Woman
Lover A Friend' is one of his best album
cuts, a jazzy blues soaked performance featuring
some ornate dialogue with a really greasy sax. 'It's
Too Late' has been done by many artists, not
least the late Buddy Holly, but here it finds its
ultimate expression and is especially attractive for
the pared down piano and Otis’ fragile choking
delivery. 'For Your Precious Love' has some of the
soaring operatic qualities of Jerry Butler's original,
but never achieves the cataclysmic proportions of
the late Linda Jones’ reworking for Turbo in 1972.
As for 'Home In Your Heart', it's an exciting uptempo song in the 'Down In The Valley' mould,
echoes of Little Richard and Solomon Burke,
driving sax, and the familiar "Gotta gotta"
punctuation.

DIRECTORY OF SOUL Volt 415 again provides
four excellent cuts in 'Hawg For You', a steal from
the Coasters is an unrepresentative performance,
barely recognizable as Otis, but enjoyable for all
that. Tickling piano and guitars way down in the
basement. Uniquely from Otis there's a vocalized
harp noise, halfway between Fat's Domino's stunt
on 'The Fat Man' and some tawny night owl.
'You're Still My Baby' was a blues ballad hit for the
king of the stroll, Chuck Willis. On Redding's
composition 'Ton Of Joy', the loping rhythms have

OTIS BLUE Volt 412 amazingly recorded in one
twenty four hour session, is considered by many
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an accumulative effect and fat horn interjections
hang on the pendulum heart of the song in a spiral
of organ and guitar. 'Try A Little Tenderness' is
reviewed elsewhere. The collection also contains
a couple of pointless covers, Patti Page's
'Tennessee Waltz' and the Mop Tops’ 'Day
Tripper', which was another UK only single
release peaking at 43. Doubtless the range of
material was to widen Otis' appeal!

and can be relived over and over.
After his visits to Europe Otis was allegedly both
puzzled and moved by the adulation he found
there and undoubtedly it reinforced his efforts to
reach white America. His chance came when he
joined a bill featuring Jimi Hendrix and Jefferson
Airplane at the Monterey pop Festival in June
1967. Backed by Booker T and MGs and
apprehensive at playing a rock audience, Otis
went down a storm, wooing the flower children.
His appearance catapulted his name to the
forefront of contemporary American music, and at
last established his name internationally. His
dynamic performance was captured in the film
'Monterey Pop'. After Monterey he stayed on the
west coast hanging out with rock musicians,
including Bob Dylan, with whom Redding thought
he could possibly merge rock with the emotion of
southern soul.

Single releases in 1967 bought us Volt 146 'I Love
You More Than Words Can Say', a harrowing
declaration of dependence, in his own beautiful
understated style, whereby the flip 'Let Me Come
On Home' is a buzzing Memphis bleater. Volt 149
was a fare copy of Sam Cooke's 'Shake' b/w a
really good version of the standard 'Yon Don't
Miss Your Water'. His last solo forty five of 1967
and also his last before his death, was the
neglected doo-wop cover 'Glory Of Love' b/w with
a rather ordinary 'I'm Coming Home' on Volt 152

By now he was secure in the music business and
owned Jotis Records and a publishing house,
Redwal music company. Jotis formed in July
1965, had just the four releases. A soul belter
from Billy Young 'The Sloopy'. Loretta Williams
from Mobile, Alabama, was a singer with Otis'
road band, made waves with her up-tempo 'Baby
Cakes', while Otis was keeping a eye on young
Arthur Conley, who had two singles out on Jotis
'Where You Lead Me' and 'Who's Fooling Who',
then shortly after was to become a big soul name,
thanks to the Redding penned 'Sweet Soul Music'.
Redding continued to produce Conley up until his
death. He began producing sides for Maxine
Brown for an intended album, but never lived to
complete the project. Meanwhile Otis was
consolidating his career on nationally networked
television, radio, and the pressure of live
engagements was steadily mounting.

Carla Thomas, daughter of
Rufus Thomas had a very
successful chart period during
the early sixties starting with 'Gee
Whiz' which reached the US top
ten in 1960, through to 'B-A-B-Y'
a top ten R&B hit in 1966. Album
concepts were in vogue, when
Jim Stewart’s idea was to pair
Stax leading vocalists. The
album KING AND QUEEN was
recorded in January 1967, and
featured a good collection of delightful soul
standards, if a little twee. An excellent version of
Lowell Fulson's 'Tramp' introduced the partnership
when released in April 1967, and immediately
zoomed up both R&B and pop charts. "Otis you're
country" spat Carla "you're straight from the
Georgia wood, you need a haircut, tramp". 'Knock
On Wood' and 'Lovey Dovey' followed from the
album before Redding's premature death.

He was sidelined for two months that summer
after an operation to remove polyps from his
throat. During his recuperation he gradually began
to accumulate new material. In late November he
began a three week cycle of recording sessions
that produced no fewer than 33 songs, the wealth
of material cut was enough to fill several
posthumous albums. On Friday 8th December
1967 Otis left the studio for the weekend, and
rushed off to fill a few weekend engagements, he
flew to play a concert in Nashville that evening, he
moved on to Cleveland, Ohio, Saturday where he
appeared on the Upbeat TV show, then later that
evening he played a show at Leo's casino.

In the spring of 1967 Otis headed the Stax/Volt
revue tour of Europe, accompanied by Arthur
Conley, Sam and Dave, Eddie Floyd, Booker T.
and the M.G'S and The Bar-Keys. Memories flood
back seeing Otis striding onto the stage at the
Fairfield Halls, Croydon, bringing a little piece of
the American deep south to a concert suburb of
London with his "Got-ta, Got-ta, Got-ta". At least
four live albums were released recorded in
London and Paris, few live recordings can capture
the intensifying magic that this great package
brought us, and the shows are just a needle away

At 3.28 on a Sunday afternoon, December 10
1967, Otis Redding died. His private plane, a
Beechcraft, on route from Cleveland, Ohio, to
perform at the Factory club in Madison,
Wisconsin, crashed into the freezing waters of
Lake Monona. All but two of the original Bar-Kays,
bassist James Alexander who was not on the
plane, and Ben Cauley who survived the crash,
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perished with him. Otis Redding left behind a wife,
Zelma, and three children.

a charming song written by his wife Zelma and the
madly riffing 'Nobody's Fault But Mine' exhibits all
the old interaction of voice and instrument. Forty
fives appeared from the album 'Amen' / 'Hard To
Handle' Atco 6592 as was 'I've Got Dreams To
Remember' b/w 'Nobodys Fault But Mine' Atco
6612.
The remaining posthumous singles issued
between 1968 and 1970 maintain a consistently
high standard, even where they represent the
rejects of happier times and the better sides
include 'The Happy Song (Dum Dum)' b/w 'Open
The Door' Volt 163, both were Redding originals,
the first is an absolute charmer, the second side is
an intense sermonizing double tracked item.
Seasonal obligations were met with an interesting
version of Charles Brown's 'Merry Christmas
Baby' Atco 6631. A frantic cover of James
Brown's 'Papa's Got A Brand New Bag' Atco
6636, 'You Made A Man Out Of Me' Atco 6654,
'Free Me' Atco 6700, 'That's A Good Idea' b/w
'Look At That Girl' Atco 6723, and the heavy
'Demonstration' b/w 'Johnny's Heartbreak' Atco
6742. The remaining albums LOVE MAN Atco
289 was not wildly exciting with the possible
exceptions of the title track, and the last album to
contain new tracks was TELL THE TRUTH Atco
333 basically was scraping the barrel for leftovers.

The funeral was held nine days later in Macon,
Georgia, attended by more than 4,500 shocked
fans and a virtual who's who from the soul world,
including James Brown, Arthur Conley, Aretha
Franklin, Wilson Pickett, Joe Simon, Percy
Sledge, Johnnie Taylor, Joe Tex, and Stevie
Wonder, crammed into the Macon City
auditorium. The reverberations of the tragedy
have not stopped since. On record and in person
Otis had a pervasive charm that made people feel
they knew him personally, and they grieved the
more for him. Perhaps only the intimacies of a
soul singer could secure such practical
immortality. He sold heavily to blacks in America
and was just reaching the white market. In a
Europe temporarily and blissfully unaware of racial
antagonism Otis Redding was revered. The
impact of his death bought forth many tribute
records one of the best must be William Bell's
'Tribute To A King'.

The final verdict must rest on the sessions of
1967 creamed off and issued after his death.
Sometimes slick, yes, but little sign that he had
deserted his roots. But what of his future if he had
lived we shall never know. We are left with only
his music, an incredible thirty-three R&B chart
singles, the memories, and the platform to which
other soul artists had to aspire. Perhaps 'Love
Man' is a good song to take leave of Otis Redding,
which sums up much of what he was all about, as
he shouts and stutters "co-co-co-cos ahm a love
man"

The lyrics of '(Sittin' On The) Dock Of The Bay'
strangely had an ironic air of premonition and in a
burst of discovery in the U S A results in his only
million seller. '(Sittin' On The) Dock Of The Bay'
b/w 'Sweet Lorene' Volt 157, recorded in the
sessions just before his death, issued
posthumously, and released on January 8 1968.
Because of its international success it has been
suggested that Otis was on the verge of selling
out, and moving towards more pop-oriented
material. Certainly Dock is a little bland,
overproduced with extraneous sea sounds and
whistled refrain, but nevertheless it has lasting
attraction. 'Dock Of The Bay' effectively launched
a second career for Redding.

Otis charts, credits and trivia to follow next month.
Oh yes there is more to come.
BUNNY NEWS
You're never far from Bunny Sigler. A smash R&B
hit just going off the boil, by Nelly and Kelly
Rowland, 'Dilemma'. Well the sample back
tracking is from Patti LaBelle's 'Love, Need And
Want You', which Bunny Wrote with Kenny
Gamble back in 1984. The previously mentioned
forthcoming CD should be with us in January, LET
ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT Grapevine. By all
accounts it has some killer tracks.

The album THE DOCK OF THE BAY Volt 419
released in March 1968 and unashamedly built
around his posthumous hit single. The first album
after his death to include new unissued material
was THE IMMORTAL OTIS REDDING Atco 252.
Best tracks are 'Think About It' written by Redding
with Don Covay, and a blistering interpretation of
Ray Charles agonized 'Fool For You'. Otis stays
close to Charles as he unwinds the story in a
jerking, distraught way. 'Hard To Handle' is a
raunchy rocker with boastful words, and Otis's
voice more upfront than usual. It could be argued
that in his later cuts he places slick production
above soulfulness in an endeavour to court the
white market. 'I've Got Dreams To Remember' is

BILLY GUY
It's sad to report that founder member of The
Coasters Billy Guy has died recently aged 66.
Guy's baritone vocals were instrumental on all the
group’s major hits 'Yakety Yak', 'Searchin',
'Charlie Brown', 'Poison Ivy' etc.
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Soulboy would like to wish you
all a soulful Christmas, and
may your stocking be full of
soul CD's. Remember to keep
on keeping on....

LIVE REPORT
SANDRA HALL
KENNY 'BLUES BOY' WAYNE
JAMES ARMSTRONG
WIL CROSBY
RUSSELL JACKSON
STAN HALE

Soulboy playboy with
a whole lotta soul

BANANA PEEL CLUB, RUISELEDE, BELGIUM
Monday 18 Nov 2002
An exceptionally great gig on the way home from
Utrecht in this sleepy town in Belgium. It's hard to
imagine a thriving blues club could prosper in
such a small hamlet. There was not a soul to be
seen until we actually got into the club itself, which
was packed to the rafters.









SHAKY LEE'S
DECEMBER DIARY
Southport Theatre on
5th December 1976
saw the final date of a
month long European
tour by Bill Haley and
his Comets. Although
it was always going to
be extremely difficult
to
follow
in
the
footsteps of ace sax
blower Rudy Pompilli
who had died earlier in
the
year,
his
replacement George
Baker
was,
quite
frankly, just not good enough. The remainder of
the band consisted of Bill Turner on lead guitar,
Jim Lebak (bass), Herb Hutchinson (rhythm
guitar), and drummer Wayne Stephens.

The show started at 20.15, we arrived just in time
after some nasty setbacks, when my travelling
companion, 'Soul Boy's younger brother Rodney's,
car was broken into and a box of CDs was stolen,
including two Sandra Hall discs. No more
stopovers in Antwerp for us.
The backing group started with a couple of
instrumentals
before
introducing
James
Armstrong (High Tone recording artist) who did
three mid tempo blues numbers. It was then
Kenny's turn, who entered playing his strange
hand held mouth keyboard. His exciting set was,
as always, very Fats Domino influenced, including
many of the Fat Man’s classics. He finished off his
set with some boogie-woogie numbers at the
conventional piano. Finally to end the first set, the
buxom Sandra Hall let rip with tracks from her
ONE DROP WON’T DO album, then a great
version of Big Mama Thornton's 'Ball and Chain'
and ended her first set with Willie Dixon's 'Wang
Dang Doodle'.
Twenty minutes later it all started again. James
Armstrong doing an audience walkabout in an
unusual way, as his guitar was not remote
controlled, the guitar lead could easily have
strangled somebody. Kenny then had his
audience walkabout playing his mouth keyboard,
finishing off his second set with what I thought
was a long drawn out instrumental. Sandra Hall's
final three numbers included 'Meet Me With Your
Red Drawers On' after enquiring into the colour of
the audience’s undies, corny but fun, and ended
with her version of audience participation, singing
'Let The Good Times Roll' with the rest of the
artists. She invited a member of the audience to
join her on stage. His job was to put one hand on
each of her LARGE buttocks, then ending up on
one knee with his face buried inside her size 48
plus chest. Then she shook so much he must
have wondered what had hit him, the lucky sod.
It's amazing where these big girls get the energy.
(Just like Sherrie Williams at Utrecht). Overall, a
great ending to a disastrous day.
Brian 'Sutton FC are better than Woking FC'
Jessup.

Haley arriving at Waterloo in February 1957

Support act Flying Saucers performed their new
single Keep On Coming fronted, then as now, by
the irrepressible Sandy Ford. Terry Earl on drums,
guitarist Nigel Owens, Jacko Buddin on
saxophone, and blond bass player Pete Pritchard
(now with the Avengers) completed the line-up.
Jacko has, of course, been the vocalist with the
original Comets on most of their tours during the
last ten years or so, sounding at times remarkably
like Haley himself. Bill and the boys still managed
to rock the joint to a certain extent and put on a
decent show. Afterwards, the first king of
Rock’n’Roll went into self-imposed exile, and did
not perform in public again for more than two
years.
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Tommy McLuire (bass), Jim Isbell (drums),
guitarists Kenny Lovelace and Buck Hutcheson
plus Albert Lee. Opening up with Rockin’ My Life
Away followed by a lengthy CC Rider, the Killer
also gave us a fast and furious Mexicali Rose, and
a fine She Even Woke Me Up To Say Goodbye.
During Great Balls Of Fire Lewis was joined on
stage by Little Richard and Lloyd Price for an
impromptu jam.
Here’s a look back to Christmas forty-five years
ago with the Record Mirror top 20 from 21/12/57.
The previous year had seen Shakin’ Stevens &
The Sunsets appearing at Liverpool’s David Lewis
Theatre, courtesy of Neil Foster, which he briefly
mentioned in one of his articles as having a low
turn-out on a foggy night. Well, I was there, and a
good show it was too. It was thanks to Stevens
and his boppin’ band that I first heard rockin’
classics such as Peanuts Wilson’s Cast Iron Arm
and Roy Clark’s Please Mr Mayor, which they
covered on their first two albums. I was thus
enticed into seeking out the original recordings,
and then along came Bill Millar and his cohorts to
initiate the release of the wonderful MCA Rare
Rockabilly LP in 1975 which led to a wealth of
marvellous material being issued over the next
few years on a variety of labels.

1
2

Having touched on the lunchtime press
conference for the Giants of Rock‘n’Roll mini tour
in the last issue, three shows were staged in
England in the first week of December 1992. It
was the first time that Little Richard had appeared
on theses shores for fifteen years, and marked
Lloyd Price’s UK debut. The Wembley Arena
concert coincided with Little Richard’s 60th
birthday, and opened up with Chris Montez,
followed by Johnny Preston who sang his three
top twenty chart entries of 1960 – Feel So Fine,
Cradle Of Love, and Running Bear.

13
14
15

After the (not so) Little Eva and Bobby Vee, Lloyd
Price, who didn’t look old enough to have topped
the US R&B charts 40 years earlier with Lawdy
Miss Clawdy also threw in his 1959 British hits,
Stagger Lee, Where Were You (On Our Wedding
Day), I’m Gonna Get Married, and Personality.
Duane Eddy (whose band included wife Dee on
backing vocals, Albert Lee on guitar, and long
standing keyboard player Larry Knetchel) twanged
his way through a selection of his best-known
numbers such as Rebel Rouser and Peter Gunn
on his rumbling Gretsch guitar.

Merry Christmas y’all
Santa Claus (Is Coming To Town) Wilkinson

3=
3=
5
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8=
8=
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12
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17
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Mary’s Boy Child – Harry Belafonte (RCA)
Ma He’s Making Eyes At Me – Johnny Otis
Show (Capitol)
I Love You Baby – Paul Anka (Columbia)
Wake Up Little Susie – The Everly Brothers
(London)
My Special Angel – Malcolm Vaughan (HMV)
Be My Girl – Jim Dale (Parlophone)
Let’s Have A Ball - Winifred Atwell (Decca0
Remember You’re Mine – Pat Boone
(London)
Let’s Have A Party – Elvis Presley (RCA)
All The Way – Frank Sinatra (Capitol)
Santa Bring My Baby Back To Me – Elvis
Presley (RCA)
He’s Got The Whole World In His Hands –
Laurie London (Parlophone)
Alone – Petula Clark (Pye/Nixa)
Reet Petite – Jackie Wilson (Coral)
That’ll Be The Day – The Crickets
(Vogue/Coral)
Great Balls Of Fire – Jerry Lee Lewis
(London)
Diana – Paul Anka (Columbia)
April Love – Pat Boone (London)
Wake Up Little Susie – The King Brothers
(Parlophone)
My Special Angel – Bobby Helms
(Brunswick)









Marffa's Muffins
100 Reasons, Sparta @ Brixton Academy 8
November.

th

As usual we missed most of the support bands,
Capdown and Kenesis were also on the bill but
my disorganisation and London traffic put paid to
any chance of seeing them.

After the interval a flamboyant Little Richard with
his sequinned turquoise jacket, long black
coiffured hair and make-up was presented with a
piano shaped birthday cake. Neither looking or
acting his age he hollered and pounded his way
through Lucille, Keep A Knockin’, Good Golly Miss
Molly, Tutti Frutti, and Long Tall Sally. Jerry Lee,
wearing a smart white suit, was backed by

Sparta are a 5 piece made up of 3 members from
At The Drive In, and others. I was looking forward
to seeing them on the strength of this, ATDI were
bloody good till they split last year. Thinking that
they may sound similar I was actually hoping for a
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effort in, but he didn’t sound like it. Music wise
they sounded good and pretty much emulated
the album. I thought at times they sounded like
Eve 6, other times they sounded hardcore
shouty Slipknot type stuff; not impressive!

really blistering performance.
I arrived about 2 songs into
their set, enveloped by the
capacity crowd and stood
towards the back of the
auditorium.
I
like
the
Academy, in particular its
interior design. I like the way
it gives the feeling of being outside when you are
in fact inside, the façade and the climbing ivy, it’s
unusual. The sound is normally of top quality, and
tonight was no exception. However, I found myself
glancing around, people-watching more than
enjoying the music.

Having only one album out I knew it wouldn’t be
a long set, and at 1hr 10 I wasn’t disappointed.
They played some new some songs and the entire
album in that time. I can’t say it was the best gig
I’ve been to recently but it definitely wasn’t bad. As
the school master said to the pupil in the end of
term report, “Promising, but could do better!”
Yeah Yeah Yeahs. EP

Sparta performed for around 40 minutes to a
mixed and fairly enthusiastic crowd. The set had a
few technical hitches with the lead singer’s
microphone that seemed to put the band off
slightly. The songs aired were a bit on the epic
side and completely different from ATDI.
Sometimes they sounded like Warrior Soul
during their Drugs God and the New Republic era,
but not quite packing the same punch. That said I
would like to hear the album they have out, just to
see if they are much different in a studio setting.

Possibly the best P J Harvey sound alike ever well this year anyway – Karen O vocals are quite
striking. Not in an operatic way, no, more of a
whiney American twang. Not much else to say
about this one. 4 out 10.
Up and coming recommended gigs for December:
st
1 Dec:
Alabama 3 @ Astoria. They don’t
dance to techno anymore so what will
Larry Love and the rest of the Love
brothers dance to?
nd
2 Dec: Black Rebel Motorcycle Club @
Shepherds Bush Empire.
nd
2 Dec: Nickleback @ Wembley Arena.
Canadian rockers playing songs from
their massive selling album ‘Silver side
up.’
th
4 Dec:
John Mayall and Peter Green @
Hammersmith Apollo. Blues stalwarts
arrive in London after performing to the
rest of the country.
th
6 Dec:
ShedSeven @ Shepherds Bush
Empire. Reliable indie stalwarts.
th
6/7 Dec: Primal Scream @ Brixton Academy.
th
7 Dec:
Saw Doctors @ Shepherds Bush
Empire. Onetime good Irish pop band,
but I have no idea what they are like
now.
th
8 Dec:
Pimp @ Buffalo Bar, Highbury. It’s his
birthday so it should prove to be even
better than usual.
th
th
8 & 9 Dec:
Gomez @ Shepherds Bush
Empire. Southport’s finest bluesy/stool
rock exponents.
th
10 Dec: Datsuns and The Hellacopters @
Astoria. Antipodeans and Swedish
rockers join forces.
th
12 Dec: Reef @ Astoria. West Country led by
Gary Stringer return to drink the
Astoria dry!
th
15 Dec: Badmanners @ Dingwalls. Buster
Bloodvessel’s Legendary good time
ska outfit.
th
17 Dec: The Damned and The Blockheads @
Fairfield Halls Croydon. Neat Neat
Neat!
nd
22 Dec: New Model Army @ The Forum.

100 Reasons come from
Surrey. They have one
album and that came out
earlier this year, not bad for
a band that has sold out
this venue. Surprisingly I
haven’t heard much of this
band and only got hold of
tickets because my mate booked a holiday up
after getting tickets for this. I had only heard one
track up until the week before and it seemed quite
catchy. On listening to the album I found it to be
50/50@ some good, some not so. Tonight the
performance appears to be coming across the
same.
Opening to Avalanche, the audience is infected
with mass lighter waving. It actually sounded
rather good; the guitarist who sang really put
emotion and feeling into his voice and this was felt
across the venue. Ending this and opening up with
I’ll find you, sees the mop topped lead vocalist
entering the stage. Running out and hollering into
the mic causes the crowd to erupt like Mount Etna
with a peptic ulcer! The guitarist who was singing
is now running around like a total loon jumping off
of risers and generally having a good time. After a
couple more songs we have some more of the
guitarist singing, not full vocal, more in addition to
the lead.
The guitarist I decide has more emotion and soul
in his voice than the lead singer, sure he [guitarist]
doesn’t have the finesse but boy can he make it
sound like he’s giving it his all. The lead singer
sounded like he was just going through the
motions. Okay, he was running around and putting
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Frolicks from The
Funkster

And a couple for January.
th

10 Jan: The Music @ Brixton Academy.
th
16 Jan: Tori Amos @ Hammersmith Apollo.

Sorry to hear about Lonnie Donegan’s death back
on 3rd November although I didn't hear about it
until a couple of days later when a colleague at
work cracked a joke about Lonnie not chewing
any more gum. Naturally I inquired further, like
what the hell was he on about? Lonnie Donegan
had a heart attack (by all accounts it was his third
or fourth over the last number of years). He was
born Anthony James Donegan in Glasgow on
April 29th 1931 but moved to London in 1933 (to
East Ham, a place I myself have fond memories
of as some close friends lived only a few minutes
walk from the tube and, of course, Moondog’s
record shop). I noticed that Sequel recently
released a three CD set devoted to his singles
from Decca’s ‘Rock Island Line’ in 1956 through to
his final Pye 45 in 1967. A suitable tribute I’m sure
although a couple of years back Sequel dusted off
a number of Lonnie’s early Pye albums and
reissued them with bonus tracks.

And now, a joke.
A man goes to an exotic island on holiday. As his
boat nears the island he notices the sound of
constant drumming, so he asks the first local he
sees how long it will go on for. The man glances
about nervously and says, “Very bad when the
drumming stops.”
At the end of day the drumming is still going on
and it’s really getting on the man’s nerves.
Spotting another native he asks the same
question. The local goes very pale and says in a
quivering voice, “Very bad when the drumming
stops.”
A few days pass and the man is at his wits end,
he has had very little sleep and he still hasn’t had
a decent answer as to when the drumming stops.
Spotting a local, he grabs him, slams him against
a tree, and shouts “Give it to me straight! What
happens when the drumming stops?” The local
hesitates then says “Bass solo!”

A few of us went to see him at Croydon’s Fairfield
Halls in 1991 where he had just celebrated (or
was about to celebrate) reaching 60. He had Chas
McDevitt as support (he had a female companion
with him but I don't think it was Nancy Whiskey)
but Lonnie was on good form. I do recall that my
friends made reference to East Ham and
Donegan acknowledged it with a few anecdotes of
his own.

Well that all from me this month. Hopefully by the
time you all read this I will be exploring Costa Rica
or simply sunning myself on a sandy tropical
beach!

Marffa








To:

all the guys in the Bad Town Blues band
The latest album

‘Down In The Alley’

is definitely one of the very best!

Have a great Christmas – see you at the gigs.
The East End Fan Club xxx
and
The Berkshire Fan Club xxx
For album and gig info:

ring Bad Moon Records on 01708 341059
30

I did have some of the Pye 45s and even a 78
when I was younger but I’m not sure what
happened to them. I've still got an album - The
Golden Hour of Lonnie Donegan - a strange mix
of real stereo and reprocessed cuts but the
mastering was very poor, trying to squeeze an
hour's worth of material on a single LP. In 1999 I
picked up a double Sequel CD, Talking Guitar
Blues - The Very Best Of, 50 titles including all the
hits and a few album tracks ending with ‘World
Cup Willie’ in 1965. As expected the sound was
clearer and everything was presented in original
mono or stereo. I’m certain that others will do
more justice to this great entertainer but we raise
a glass to you Lonnie.

bimbo and controls her own career. By all
accounts, Clint ‘Dirty Harry’ Eastwood has shown
her his vast collection of original jazz albums for
inspiration.
Another lady whose vocals do something to me is
Julie London and over the last few years EMI
have been dusting down some of her original
albums for Liberty and re-issuing them as part of
their two-on-one series. The latest in the series
are two from 1958, Lonely Girl and Make Love To
Me. The former features her with guitarist Al Vialo
in a very intimate setting with such chestnuts as
‘Fools Rush In’, ‘What’ll I Do’, ‘Where Or When’
and ‘How Deep It Is The Ocean’, while Make Love
To Me sets her in an orchestral setting with Russ
Garcia for readings of ‘Body And Soul’, Lover
Man’, ‘The Nearness Of You’ and Noel Coward’s
‘A Room With A View’. Presented in original mono
and great for a late night listening with a bottle of
wine. Another one of her early albums was reissued with single tracks as bonus extras. About
The Blues was recently reviewed in HMV’s own In
Store magazines as one of her finest and a first
time re-issue (although somebody got the facts
wrong; check out a twinned version with London
By Night from last year). If you’ve not yet
discovered her (yeah, and I don't mean the
obvious ‘Cry Me A River’) there is a mid-priced
three CD box set on EMI.

Last issue I mentioned Johnny Cash's Sony/CBS
reissues and a new long awaited album has finally
surfaced, The Man Comes Around. As with
Johnny's last few sets he’s under the watchful
eye/ear of producer Rick Rubin and already some
pundits are claiming this as one of his best
albums ever. There are naturally some familiar
new readings, ‘Give My Love To Rose' and the old
favourite ‘Danny Boy’ but I would never have
imagined Cash singing ‘Bridge Over Troubled
Water’ or ‘The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face’.
Not typical Cash fare but Johnny's renditions are
so unique that you’d swear they were meant for
him. Most startling is his reading of Sting's ‘Hang
My Head’ while a brand new Cash composition
(the album's title track) ‘The Man Comes Around’
is little short of amazing. Instrumentation, guitars,
piano and organ under produced. Naturally
Johnny's voice isn't as young as it once sounded
but hell, anyone who can make light of the
standard ‘We’ll Meet Again’ with Cash narration.
Now why can't we get Jerry Lee back in the studio
and cut new/tried and tested material instead of
sitting at home watching old movies all day? Cash
has excelled.

I enjoyed the review of Billy Joe Shaver (yeah
Editor? Elvis never recorded ‘Ride Me Down Easy’
unless you produced a session on him).
Revisiting classic albums of the Sixties I came
across the Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds in Tower for
just under £6, re-mastered in original mono and a
new stereo mix overseen by Brian Wilson.
Jerry Lee is continuing to be well served by both
Charly/Polygram (Universal) with a four CD set of
Sun recordings entitled The Essential (or to be
correct Essentials); nothing new but over 120 titles
for just under £40, including selections from The
Million Dollar Quartet. Our friends in Australia
have released Another Place, Another Time/She
Even Woke Me Up To Say Goodbye on one CD
with six bonus titles from She Still Comes Around
(To Love What’s Left Of Me), Raven 155, with
sleeve notes by Keith Glass. Plenty of period pics
(well there’s one of Jerry with a beard from 1972),
this CD along with Sings The Country Hall Of
Fame Hits Volumes 1 and 2 (on BGO) from 1969
represent some of Lewis's finest post Sun
material. Those of you who may own either or
both the Mercury multi-CD box sets might wish to
leave the room “Oh yeah, I’ve got it already”. With
CD players one can programme the tracks in
original album order but for those who may have
only odd tracks on Best Of… Mercury sets, this is
a great opportunity to own original albums.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the coin, jazz
songstress Diana Krall’s new album Live In Paris
(the Olympia no less) finds her in front of an
enthusiastic crowd performing material from her
last two albums (When I Look In Your Eyes and
The Look Of Love). I seem to have a fascination
for young female pianists. Many songs are
recognised standards, ‘Fly Me To The Moon’, ‘The
Look Of Love’, ‘Let’s Fall In Love’, ‘I've Got You
Under My Skin’, Peggy Lee's ‘I Love Being Here
With You’. Produced by Tommy Lipuma, this is
her seventh album, her third for Verve. Some of
you who watched Parkinson in November might
have spotted her. She was appearing for a few
nights at the Albert Hall not too long ago but sadly
I didn't get to hear about it until very late and, on
phoning, I was told it was a complete sell-out. For
first-time listeners check out her 1996 album All
For You, a dedication to the Nat King Cole trio, on
Impulse (IMP 11642). I was hooked when I first
heard a tape of her that a mate from Yorkshire
sent me down. She’s a bubbly blonde but no
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You will recall that the great Peggy Lee died in
January; well Capitol have released a fine four CD
set entitled The Singles. It covers Lee’s 45
releases (and 78s) from her period with U.S.
Columbia through to her first period with Capitol,
then her sides with Decca (ill represented) and
then her second period with Capitol (which takes
up much of the third and fourth CDs) plus sides
recorded for A&M and Polydor. Excellent notes
and essays from Will Friedwald who did much the
same on Columbia's Sinatra box set. Peggy
stayed with Capitol until 1972. The A4 size book
sets a number of stories straight; why she left
Capitol for Decca and how she had to fight the
bosses at Capitol to release ‘Is That All There Is’
(not so much to release it but to cut the song in
the first place). Obviously not every single is here;
with Peggy estate they decided on a four CD set.
There are lists of every single released. A nice
touch is a photo montage of 36 Capitol albums
including variations of Best Ofs and Greatest Hits.
It’s presented in chronological order with recording
dates. I got mine for £25 - a worthwhile spend.
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December Diary – Lee Wilkinson

The Christmas Gang Meet Up

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade

Popular demand has dictated that you want
to have a Christmas Bash this year, no doubt
wishing to escape all those corny old movies
on TV. This is the excuse you need to flee
the in-laws so be an out-law and join us at

The Funkster – The Funkster
Website – FatBellyPeat
Teaboy – ‘H’

The Shakespear, Holborn



(100 metres from Holborn Tube station along
Kingsway) on Friday 27th December from
18:00 hours onwards. Depart for a meal at
approx. 20:15.









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’

Please note, should the Shakespear be
closed for the holiday period, we will simply
make our way round the corner to the
Princess Louise which remains open
throughout the festivities.
Look forward to seeing you all.





25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941



Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods








Have a great Christmas and
see you in the New Year

Remember to log on to www.tftw.freeuk.com
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